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The John Gardner Memorial Prize for Fiction
Award: $500 and publication in the Summer issue o f Harpur

Palate

Opens: January 1
Extended Deadline: M arch 3 1
John Gardner-fiction writer, dramatist, a nd teacher-was a
great friend and mentor to students in the creative writing program at Binghamton University. In honor of his dedicatio n to
the development of writers, Harpur Palate is pleased to announce
the Annual John Gardner Memorial Prize for Fiction.
Short story submissions should be: 1) 8,000 words or less, a nd
2) previously unpublished. You may enter as man y stories as
you wish. The entry fee is $ 10 per story. Please send checks
drawn on a U.S. bank or money orders. Please make sure your
checks are made our to Harpur Palate, o r we won't be able to
process chem (or accept your submiss ion) .
Please include a cover letter with your name, address, phone
number, e-mail address and story tide. Entrant's name shou ld
only appear on the cover letter and should not appear anywhere
on th e manuscript. Manuscripts cannot be returned, so please
send disposable copies.
Send entries along with a business-size self-addressed scamped
envelope (# 10 SASE) fo r contest results to:
Jo hn Gardner Fiction Contest

Ha,pur Palate

E nglish D epartment
Binghamton Un iversiry
P. 0 . Box 6000
Bingh am ton, NY 13902-6000
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Policies and Oranges

Jenny Steele

C urry's mother blindfolded him with a discarded scarf
(a jade green scarf patterned with ash-white co mmas, silken,
silky soft o n the boy's eyelids). In chis dim now, chis hard gray.
Restlessness circling him. H ot breach in his ear now, his mother's
sweet breach. "Fun, C utty. Remember. " Of course. She had
insisted o n chis co him when he had come into her room ho urs
earlier. H er roo m: private, severed; in O[her rooms, she yielded
or conquered : chis was the language of her war with C urry's
father. In her room was a small bench with a slate-blue cushion, velvet, and an an tique vani ty, maple, with her cools, her
pai nts. She was leaning into its foxed mirro r. "We'll have fu n,
C uthbert." She colored her mouth an improbable coral, clamped
the excess colo r into a tissue. "Come here." C utty obeyed; in
the mirror he watched his refl ectio n come up behind hers. "Am
I beautiful, C utty?"
C utty hesitated. T his was a crucial element in their li ttle
game: a hint of do ubt, purely false, then the erasin g of it. "Like
rain," C utty an swered. "Like a dove."
" Kind boy." She wadded the t issue with proof of her
mo uth on it, dropped it in a brass waste pail (swabs in it dam p
with astringents, lotio ns: residue). From a tin y glass bo ttle, she
tipped a dark perfume into her wrists, into the blue veins under
the wrist's chin skin. T hese were pulse points, C urey understood. She put an arm around C urry's waist and closed him co
her body like a hinge. C utty studied the fo lds in her red silk
robe, how the light from her vani ty's yell ow bul bs lay in the
glossy folds. And his mo ther inspected her fini shed face, each
lash emphasized, each blemish eliminated, eyeb rows plucked:
such trouble taken. "G o gee ready now." W ith a swim stro ke,
she swept C utty back.
HARPUR PALATE
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Fun. Remember. A long, cool hand cupped on the nape
of his neck: his mother's hand. She welcomed the crowd around
them, charmed them, jested, and the crowd buzzed, funned.
She spun Curey, dizzying him. Cutty imagi ned the blindfold's
knot eight on his skull as a satellite of sores, a moon in o rbit.
Fun? No. What C urey would preserve of this day, his tenth
birthday, would be moments from earlier in the day: in his
father's den (lacquered swordfish, bearskin rug), opening dumb
gifts from distant aunts (magic kits, model airplane kits: boys
like kits!); and then he waited for his mother co come home
from the city, from a city salon with a fresh trim and tine, a
practical, masculine cue, golden; and in his mother's room lacer,
breathing in the chemicals of her golden hair, witnessing in
part her private hour of metamorphosis, glimpsing curves; lacer
still, in his room, in plain brown panes and a plaid shire, Curey
lay on his small bed, anticipated the knock, anticipated, "Come,
C urey. T he party's beginning."
His mother stopped spinni ng C urey and the foam rubber grip of an alum inum baseball bat was put into his hands.
As he lifted the bat, Cutty wobbled, his equilibrium lose. Murmurs of impatience and innocent lust flowed from the circle of
child guests. There was candy, wasn't there? and lircle coys coo?
And it was up to C urey to split wide the pifiaca's belly and lee
gush the loot.
The pifiata was a stub-legged donkey with a hide of pink,
yellow, and green crepe loops, with a paper saddle and reins.
The farm's loyal Jim had made a trip across the border to ogales,
Sonora for this pifiaca and other Mexican items: authentic vanilla and tequila, pills from the formacia, whatever the Policy
fam ily needed. Jim was H enry Policy's right-hand man, a timid
man , quiet, qui etly tenacious. C lever with rifle and rod and
reel, he went with Mr. Policy on hunts in western forests and
fishing trips in the Gulf of California. Jim knew his value, but
was cautious and proud. His home was a small clapboard house
off the north ern edge of the orange groves; his wife was Dee, a
sour woman, undone, Mrs. Po licy's domestic. Jim and Dee had
8
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a daughter C urry's age, Theresa. Theirs was a safe bur severe
eXJstence.
With a skein of nylon rope, Jim had hoisted the donkey
pifiata into the rafters of the barn and secured it there in th e
shadows. Now he lowered the donkey into the ring of children.
One hoof brushed the crown of C urry's blond hai r; he flinch ed
and swung the bat in a clumsy arc. Jim rugged sharply on th e
rope, flying the pifiata beyond reach.
Voices urged: "Come on, C urry!" The boys and girls
invited were classmates from the local elementary school, the
children of the farm's employees. H enry Policy didn't like such
intimacy: it harmed productivity. And lately, he'd been quelling chatter in the groves. When the news of her husband's censorship came to her ears, Susan Policy barked at him, "You forbid chit-char? Idiotic!"
"I've heard gossip."
"Like what?"
"What isn't good. I am a private man."
"Twisted up. Afraid."
"Be smart."
"For Curry's birthday, I want rhe children here. I want
everybody here." This wasn't sedi tion. Susan believed this mingling decent and dignity-enhancing. She liked the farm's help:
poor, desert whites and Mexicans, legal, illegal. She had come
from Phoenix (girls' academy, swimming medals, smuggled
schnapps). She met H enry in college, at a dance, and there was
crude seduction, and he talked her into the world of oranges,
growing oranges here in Bishop, Arizona, off the far fringes of
Phoenix. "We'll battle, of course," she had said to him, and he
had answered, "Yes, I hope to." And since, love lay with venom
in her heart: heart joy, heartache.
Yes, Susan liked the people of Bishop. She joined Dee
for bottles of cola in the laundry room, or she urged Dee to sit
down. "Sit. Please." Often: the cushioned bench in Susan's
room. These were bewildering, graceless moments for Dee, and
she suffered. Mrs. Policy would unbutton a gray blouse, try a
HARPUR PALATE
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blue blouse, scone cool in her red lace bra and red lace panties,
and she would ask Dee's opinion.
"You look fine in anything, Mrs. Policy."
"Cocktails. Cubes of cheese on toothpicks. Boozy Aires.
The usual nonsense. Come on, Dee. The gray?"
"The gray's nice, Mrs. Policy."
"Wouldn't you rather call me Susan?"
"No."
"Bring Theresa up co the house sometime." Susan Policy
thumbed a fallen scrap up over her bony shoulder. "Anytime."
"Thank you." Dee scampered back co her cho res, breath
tattered.
The children came to Curry's birthday and the parents
coo, and they gathered in the barn on this Friday, this hoc autumn afternoon. Mose had plans for the weekend: some would
go to Phoenix glimmering on the horiwn like a biblical city;
others would camp (cheap beer, cheap mear: pine woods, mountain breezes); lovers would lick traces of orange from hands and
necks, juice and sweat sale from a week's labor.
The pifiata dropped again, and Cutty thrashed the bat,
bounced its barrel off the rope. He jabbed the bat again and
again at empty air; the children became edgy and mad, candy
demons. Curry's eyes swelled hocly; he was glad for the blindfold.
"Here. Enough." Curry's mother entered the ring of
children. Curey heard the hush, the awe for her. What he wanted
co hoard of her was her flash and finesse, what, as an adult, he
would tag carnality: it had snared his father, easy prey flayed.
Her love scattered in the circle as she gripped the aluminum bat
with Cutty. "Okay, Jim," she said. "Lee it down. "
Cutty understood chis as another moment co package
and shelve for lacer use: the clink of her metallic bangles, her
hands tight around his. She kneed him forward and with a
flourish they cracked the saddle of the donkey, halved the donkey neatly. A noisy rush nearly knocked Curey down. He pulled
the silky blindfold down around his throat. On the dusty floor
10 HARPUR PAI.ATE
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of the barn, elbows slammed elbows, greedy hands disemboweled the pifiaca. The parents spurred or jeered as their children
jammed pockets with candy (taffies, lozenges, lollipo ps) and
cheap plastic coys (cops, whistles, harmo nicas). Above the chaos
dangled the front half of the pifiaca. Jim, just visible near the
barn's north wall, jerked the nylon rope, making spill what remained in the donkey's chest cavity and skull. Jellied wed ges of
lime, lemon, and o range sealed in cellophane wrappers cum bled
our. Jim and D ee's daughter, Theresa, sac back suddenly, sac o n
her heels, and cupped her palms in the lap of her blue and white
dress, and che citrus wed ges fell into her hands. T heresa smiled
up at C urey. Lacer, in recollection , he would decide chat he
returned her smile.
2

"Curey? Is chat you? C urey?"
A woman, a clanging burst, descended o n C urey in che
airport lounge. H e shielded his face with one hand. "Sorry," he
said. "You've mistaken me."
"No. It's you. Don't you recogn ize me, Curey? Ic's me,
Theresa. From Bishop?"
"Oh. Theresa. Yes. H ell o. Please. Join me." H e
gestured at che barscool next co him and T heresa put a slim hip
o n it. She eyed C urey up and down, cue him with knife eyes.
"People still call you C urey?"
"Close friends could. And people who knew me from
Bishop."
"I knew you. I remember. I've fo rgotten a loc. Methodically. Bue not you . T he Poli cy boy."
A disembodied voice cooed through the terminal, "Now
boarding, Gate Eleven, Miami. Now boarding, Gate Twelve,
Aclanca."
C urey grinned and blinked at T heresa, pushed the plastic bowl of Spanish peanuts cowards her. H ow co identify in
chis woman che girl Theresa, the sad, anxious gi rl from Bishop,
https://orb.binghamton.edu/harpurpalate/vol3/iss2/1
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Arizona? He remembered her from elementary school, its hoc
rooms, its stink of paste and the janitor's bucket and child crevices. Theresa's desk was next co C urry's; he noticed her dirty
socks, her dirty ankles, the grease in her hair. During recess, she
scuffled with brutal boys, bit chem, bloodied her mouth. But
where was chat girl now? Hidden, swallowed up by this woman:
put together, bold, in silk and leather, hair clipped and fox red,
silver hoops in her earlobes, silver links around her wrists, wireless frames with lenses tinted pink.
'Tm happy bumping into you like chis," C urry said.
"What a coincidence."
"Is chat vodka and conic? I'll have one coo. My flight
isn't for another hour. Yours, C urry?"
"It's delayed. Bad weather."
Theresa waved co che bartender, then dug in her calfskin
purse for a wad of cash. "Limes coo, okay?" she added. The
bartender tipped airport vodka into a cup of ice cubes and blasted
tonic from a nozzle into it. Theresa put her elbows on the bar's
lip and again eye-slashed Curry. "Remember that stupid birthday parry? With the pifiaca? Flailing chat damn bat. Funny."
"It's a blur."
"I need the ladies' room. " Theresa shouldered past a
group of British tourists coming into the lounge. The tourists
settled around little round tables; they wanted beer, they were
mad with time's slack. "Now arriving, Gate Five, Dallas." Birthday parry. Pifiata. Yes. That day. Gift kits. His mother, her
mirror. Uproot the panic, there was custom love and lewd salvation. The bartender, a rail-chin black man in a blue vest, set
fresh drinks down, cook the money. Curry waited.
"This is amazing, isn't it? Really." Theresa sat on the
barstool, picked up her drink. "You and me in the same airport, in the same concourse. Simultaneously. Where is this?
Saint Louis."
"It is amazing."
"And where are you going, Curry?"
"Minneapolis. I teach at a small college in southern
12 HARruR PA1ATE
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Minnesota."
"Oh. Teach what?"
"English Literature."
"Oh."
Curry Policy was clean and lean; in a nice brown suit
and nice brown shoes and a blue and yellow necktie. There had
been a colloquium Saturday and Sunday in Sr. Louis for teachers of poetry: were curriculums infecting students with poetry
or immunizing them? And there were readings each evening;
Curry was asked to share selections from a book he had ed ited,
a collection of Christina Rossetti's poetry (Rossetti's selves: boxed
blaze). He thought of showing a copy to Theresa, but he didn't.
In its olive-green dust jacket, the volume throbbed in a pocket
of his backpack; it was proof of what he had become, of who:
someone unlikely, someone who rented a tidy cottage with bare
pine floors and plain white walls, with catalog furniture and a
Turkish rug. He walked to the school every day, in the snow if
necessary (snow an unlimited joy for the desert boy), to his classroom in a red brick building where he would funnel and jam
and unleash words.
"And you, Theresa? Where are you flying today?"
"Phoenix."
"Home?"
"No. No need. I'm on business. I'm a consultant for a
fiber optics company. A scour." She gulped down her drink,
beckoned to the bartender; in her mouth was ice and she shattered it with her teeth.
Curry thumbed the thin red skin from some Spanish
peanuts and popped them down his throat. He prompted
Theresa. "A scour?"
"Ir's what I ended up as, Curry. I was here and there
and then I went to New York with just enough of this and just
enough of that to become what I am now. I guess rhar's how it
is for everybody. And now here's this day and this hour and you
and me. Converging." T heresa put another fist of cash on the
bar. "Happenstance. What ifl? What if you? Bur no ifs. Here

https://orb.binghamton.edu/harpurpalate/vol3/iss2/1
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we are. W hat if I wasn't in New York? What if I was in G uatemala C ity? I was there. For two whole years. Volunteer shit.
Recruited as a senior in high school. An adventure! Travel!
Escape! You were sent to private high school, right, C utty?"
"Yes. A boys' academy."
"Little blue blazers?"
"Lierle blue blazers."
"I know. I saw you."
''And G uatemala, T heresa?"
"I could have stayed there fo rever. Could have met some
beautiful young man at the American C lub and we would have
had beautiful children. And the beautiful young man and I and
our beautiful children would dig wells and sewers and we'd distribute toothbrushes and toothpaste and we'd wear filthy po nchos and hats woven from hemp and we'd fit right in. Bue I
didn't stay. I Left. Ideals? Why bother. I needed a bath. A
bubble bath. A soak. I checked into a H oliday Inn in Flo rida.
And I had a bath. T hose little soaps, C utty. Those licrle soaps
wrapped in glossy paper, and you use the soap o nce, maybe
twice, then the maid tosses it away the next day. T he waste,
C urey! Isn't it terrific? Guilt? No. H ere's this cocktail napkin.
Entire fo rests are ch opped down to make cocktail napkins fo r
our vodka and tonics. And then the napkins are d isposed of,
hauled to a dump. We're not sitting here worrying about secondary use, we're not saying: oh, toilet tissue, oh, kindling. I
love the waste here. A cub of water, sixty gallo ns, precio us, unpolluted, the village dreams of it, and we soak in it and drain it.
Guilt? No. I refuse it. H ere we are, C utty. Pure chance."
"What if."
"Exactly."
T he lovely, urgent voice again: arrivals, departures; Cutty
listened fo r his fli ght and for T heresa's. A swarm of peo ple (peddlers, fugitives, pilgrims, fools) went past the lounge, and so me
came in, bleary eyes tilted down at wristwatches. T he lounge
bulged . C utty was suffocating. Bo lted on a high shelf was a TV
and the bartender switched it on now: beach volleyball, plash of
I4 HARPUR PALATE
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yellow sand, tanned limbs. Somebody josded C urry roughly.
Theresa squeezed her slice oflime into her mouth, and the juice
squirted. Curry again pictured his tench birthday parry, how
candy fell from the donkey pinaca and into T heresa's cupped
palms: jellied circrus. C urry needed air. "I don't wane you co
miss your flight, Theresa."
"I won't."
"This was fun. "
"You know I cam e up co your house. Your mo ther gave
me Pepsi and fancy cookies. She was like magic. Still is, no
doubt. I crepe into her room once. I remember: she was dow n
in the den, she was crying co find a certain song on an album
like she wasn't sure of its ride, she was caking the needle off the
grooves, laying the needle on the next grooves. I wen t into her
room. le was dim. My heart was jumping. Scraps of music
blasted up through the fl oorboards, piano, crumpet, jazzy music. I went co her vaniry. The array: lipstick, mascara, pencils of
color, jars of cream. I swiped a pink puff, put it in my pocket.
I was terrified. Bue I had co have something of hers."
"Okay. There. Your fli ght. Phoenix. Now boarding.
Gare Sis. Here, Theresa. Allow me." C urry guided Theresa
from the lounge co her gate; he wished her luck and walked
away. On a bank of screens, an invento ry of co and fro m, in
blue: on time; in red: Minneapolis, Delayed. C urry slumped
against a window and breathed. H eavy jets lifting off lightly,
lightly couching down.

3
This aberrant rant in an airport lounge: Theresa blamed
the vodka. This idiotic vent. le was because of C urry coo, colliding with him. Odd C urry. Fussy C urry. H ad he quit his
boy-hood? Yes. Had he broken from his mother's gravitatio nal
pull? Surely, yes. Bue Theresa hadn't asked him what his li fe
was like now: had he wed, was he happy, was he on a crack?
These seemed like critical issues this mo rning. (Wait: C urry
HARPUR PALATE
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taught in Minnesota, college English; this fact clung.)
Theresa swung her feet from the bed to the floor. Her
head felt tight bur all right. She shucked her sleep tee and scuffed
into the bathroom and bowed into the mirror. The body's truth:
skin drift, used eyes, dark moons under those eyes. Pee, flush.
She splashed milky tap water on her face and neck; she rinsed
her mouth, spit. There was a coffee pot in the room and a
basket with packets of sugar and cream. Theresa tore open a
mylar pouch with a little pillow of coffee in it. With coffee and
maybe a brisk swim in the hotel pool, she would resto re herself.
She had the entire morning free; she wanted to visit the ciry's
aquarium. She knew the museums (paintings of wistful cowboys and somber squaws) and the zoo too: targets of school
field trips. Sack lunches. Hot, dusry bus. The zoo day caromed in her skull: Curry's mother (in ivory, in melon) and
Theresa's (small, dark, witless) joined the trip, helped to herd
and to hush the children; in the petting pen, how a drawf goat
sneezed on her mother and how her mother reacted (flustered,
quick tissue); peanut butter and jelly, cheese sticks, tepid punch;
Curry and Mrs. Policy hand in hand into the aviary, lost in mist
and tropical squawks, Theresa's heart knotted. The aquarium ?
Sure. Illogical, ironic in this bowl of desert. Joyous and wet.
Not blurred with what was.
Coming here to Phoenix wasn't Theresa's idea. She had
endorsed San Diego as the site for the fiber optics plant. The
ocean! The beach! The naval base with its clean young sailors
skilled and eager for jobs. "Yes, Theresa, but Phoenix is still on
the agenda." Her boss had peered into her cubicle, drummed
his fingers on the hard tweed partition. He was recently wifeless: stubbly jaw, musky, gym-raw. "Just go. Chat Phoenix up."
Okay. It was worth this job, this life in New York: souvlaki in
the park at noon, lunatics with saxophones collecting coins in
cases, the hiss and piss of the subway, ice rinks, holiday windows, crime news, blood and miracles, the crush and flurry, her
room and a half in the Village, a busy futon, this pace, this pace.
Okay. For this, for New York: Phoenix today, an urban panel
16 HARPuRPAlATE
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scheduled today.
The coffee pot gurgled, bitter, chemical coffee, black.
Theresa's neck popped and her sockets popped as she whirled
her arms. Jeans, a silk tank cop, Portuguese sandals: she cook
these from her suitcase and put chem on the bed. Her business
suit (sooc-gray trousers and jacket, butter-yellow blouse) hung
in ics garment bag. Right. She unzipped ic, put the cloches in
the closet. Extra bras, extra panties: in the suitcase, in the swag
with the elastic lip. Settle now. Focus forward. Theresa inched
open the window drapes. Other downtown buildings loomed,
horns honked, pedestrians clustered and flowed. She expected
the fluted copper columns of the old bank, but it wasn't in view.
Maybe chat bank was on another block.
That bank held much meaning, hared; it evoked the
picture of her father there, hat in his hands. Jim asked for few
afternoons free. Mr. Policy nodded yes, nodded hello co Theresa
if she had come up with Jim. (Mr. Policy oiling a shotgun in his
garage, crimping shoe into shells, Theresa's fist a little ball of
bones and sweat in her father's hand.) In their battered El
Camino, Jim and Dee and Theresa made the quick trip from
Bishop co Phoenix. In a city lot, Jim parked, prayed, "Our own
comer. Our own trees. Or lettuce. Radishes."
"They're not bad co us," said Dee.
"I want out from under them."
Jim cook the straw hat with its black ribbon band that
Theresa had held in her lap and he set ic tenderly on his head.
"Go shopping," he said, his voice bright. "Buy a nice oucfic."
Dee exhaled: another dumb go, love marred.
Theresa's father vanished down the street, cowards the
bank's columns, a shiny rib cage. Theresa and her mother dashed
across crosswalks and into J. C. Penney's entrance (aqua blue
tile, flaked caulk). Women's and girls' cloches were on the second floor. Staff were carrying mannequins up the escalator;
Theresa and Dee rose between slender, pink legs and curvy torsos. In among circular racks of girls' dresses (the screech of
hangers on the chrome rod), Dee grumbled to Theresa: how
HARPUR PAV.TE
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much prettier you'd feel if you'd just try something soft, something.feminine, it won't kill you, it won't result in instant death if
you'd just try a god damn dress. Locked in the fitting room,
stripped down to her white cotton underpants and white training bra, Theresa shook, hoc, cold.
Dee rattled the latch, pleaded, "Come o n, T heresa," and
her voice was terrible, cauterizi ng. A dress dead on a hook: blue
and white, synthetic, a floppy collar, muJci-use for burials, mass,
parties. Hate flowered like a burn on Theresa's skin. T hey collected Jim in the sterile lobby of the bank. He closed his eyes:
enough; he wouldn't beg again. O n the way back to Bishop,
they stopped at a cheap cafeteria off the freeway. Beef cubes,
noodles, corn, carrots, rice pudding, chocolate pudding. It
reeked. Bue Theresa liked chis cafeteria. The tabletops were
laminated with antique French newspaper, ads for chapeaux and
gants and parapluies. These mysterious words under her place,
reflected in her knife's blade, cooled Theresa, cheered her, somehow confirmed for her chat someday she would be an adult and
real, chat she would be sophisticated and melancholy like Curry's
mother, chat she would have boobs and regrets like Curry's fantastic mother. This numbed T heresa to Phoenix, to che Bishop
groves, to her ordinary, failing parents.
Forget that, forget wholly, Theresa scolded herself now.
The gi.rL ofthen: somebody else. I am no more her. I am this now:
sexed, hard, quick, waxed, and dyed.
A sharp knock sounded on the door. "Room service!"
Room service? Had she ordered breakfast? No. Theresa
grabbed her tank top and slipped into ic. She went to the door
and peeped through the peephole at a uniformed boy with a
tray balanced on one uplifted palm; on the tray, on a beige linen
napkin: a cinnamon bun, cantaloupe and honeydew and strawberries, a thermal carafe. 'Tm afraid you have the wrong room,"
Theresa said. Or had she rung for chis? No. She held still, her
breach shallow in the bottom of her lungs. Checking into chis
hotel, a bellhop with her luggage: nothing of these came to her.
A jumbo jet at JFK, the flight into Sky Harbor? She had no
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memory of these either, of any aspect of it: a stewardess with
her emergency patter (oxygen mask, floatation cushion), a snack
box, turbulence. W'llit. The layover in a midwestern airport,
vodka and tonic with Curry. New Curry. Fit Curry. The theft
of a pink puff from his mother's vaniry: she'd given C urry this
secret. Inhaling chat puff, the residue of lavender talcum rimming her nostrils like a drug: she'd kept chat from C urry, it was
still hers. The luggage carousel, a cab to chis downtown hotel:
nothing, nothing. Her final recollection: C urry guiding her,
using her elbow as a rudder, putting her into the line for her
plane.
Theresa ignored the second knock on the door and the
boy's weary summons; she went to the window again and pressed
against the slot of glass. Below, a woman stumbled on a curb.
In her arms was a grocery sack brimming with vivid oranges; as
the woman fell to her knees, the oranges spilled and bounced
into traffic. A light cry pinched Theresa's throat. Where am P
What is this?

4
Curry strolled with his mother within the southern margin of the orange groves. Trips home were infrequent, but C urry
always came into the trees just as dusk hit. His mother buckled
her sandals on and followed him in. This had become a cherished ritual for chem, and nobody else was aware of it. C urry's
father was isolated and happy with his guns and maps (he wanted
a lion pelt and elephant rusks: lawless safari in Africa). Curry
had found him in his den w ith his finger on Zambia. "Hello,
son," he'd said. He had lost at last and it was obvious to Cu rry.
Curry backed out of the den. A cool bath, a nap in his room, a
boy again in his quiet boy room. And then , the day's heat
unfixed, Curry went into the groves. The sun had saturated the
blossoms, the soil, the leaves; the atmosphere was chick and
adhered to the skjn, a sweet film.
''And how is Curry? My kjnd boy." Susan drew up to
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Cutty, linked her arm in his.
'Tm well."
"And school? You like teaching?"
"Yes. You always ask the same questions."
"Of course." She nescled agai nst him. She seemed frail ,
pale, less a wow. Her dress was white cotton, sleeveless; arou nd
her neck lay a choker of turquoise chunks. "Where did yo u put
the rug?"
"In the front room." Susan had shipped to him a lush,
indigo blue and ginger-brown rug, Turkish. She'd flown to
Minnesota to inspect Curry's cottage and she had frowned at its
plainness, its stark efficiency. She gestured suggestions: a cabinet in that nook, art on that naked wall, a floo r lamp there,
chairs there. Cutty came up behind her, pinned her wrists to
her hips, held her still. "I like it as ic is." He inhaled fully, filled
his chest against her back; she elbowed his ribs. In Minneapolis, Cutty took her for dim sum, green tea, lychee nuts, and a
foreign film, glum Czech. le was an anxious visit, mercifully
brief. Six months passed when Susan sent the rug; Cutty laughed
as the delivery men unrolled it.
They cornered into another neat row and they slowed.
Cutty rubbed his chin in her hair; her golden hair was dark
brown at the roots, her precision lax now. He had noticed it
earlier, this loosening: neglected cuticles, her salmon-pink polish bitten. He noticed as Susan laid her hand on the collection
of Rossetti chat Cutty had edited; but how he loved chose com
salmon nails on the olive green book, and he would remember
this.
"Am I beautiful, Cutty?"
Cutty hesitated. le was the game: a quick flicker of false
doubt, then the casting off of it. "Like rain. Like a dove."
"Bring a girl home, Cutty. Some girl whose heart you've
wounded."
"Yes. That's what I do. I wound. I inflict wounds."
"Oh, don't."
There was someone. Karen. Bue she wasn't his. She
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was swift, pony-like, with a black po nytail. She coached che
college's lacrosse squad. She caught geometry and made it popular. Curey sac in Karen's class once. She wrote formulas on the
chalkboard and drew a cylinder, a cone, a cube. She hooked her
thumbs in her panes' pockets, coolly paced, coolly talked the
jargon of geometry. She invited C urey co a gee-together she was
giving. She had a cottage near campus similar co his. C urey
cook a bloody merloc co Karen; she hugged him and pulled him
in. There was coo much of a group. A wrought-iron rack with
potted ferns, a blue zigzag of neon: C urey stood between these.
Two cars (misc-gray: Bill; calico: Lulu) inspected ankles and
eluded cuddles. Karen drifted from guest co guest. C urey hurt;
the night was bad. "I like you, C urey," Karen said the next
Monday as he sheltered her under his black umbrella and walked
her co her red C ivic in the faculty lot a nd asked her our. " Bue
no." She didn't offer why. The rain drummed hard on che
umbrella.
"Guess who I came across a while ago?" said C urey.
"Who ?"
"Theresa. Remember Theresa?"
"Jim and Dee's daughter?"
"Yes.''

"Of course. Pitiful girl. Mousy. Is she still mousy?"
"No, I wo uldn't describe her as mousy. She's grown up
now, obviously. She seemed sewn up. I really didn't recognize
her at first. At first glance. Outfit, hair, voice. Self invention.
And she confessed co me, weirdly. She came up co che house
once, with Dee I suppose, and she went into your bedroom and
she stole a powder puff from your van icy. She claims she needed

. "

It.

"It was bleak for her. There was bleakness."
Since the airport lounge (vodka, peanuts, Guatemala,
frazzled Brits, boarding calls), Theresa had invaded C urey,
brusque flashes in his mind: as he laced up his boots for the
season's final blizzard, as his students untangled the Brownings,
as he crashed co his knees in his office after Karen had denied
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him. Bue ic wasn't the woman Theresa had become who occupied him, it was the girl she had been, the girl who gathered
candies into the lap of her ugly blue-and-white dress. Had she
smiled at Curey in chat moment? Yes, and he had mirrored chat
smile.
"What does Theresa do now?" asked Susan.
"She travels. She's with a fiber optics firm. A consul cane."
"Imagine."
"And Dee and Jim?" said C urey. "Jim's eyes?"
"Worse. He's almost blind. He can't hunt with your
father now. Bue we keep him on the payroll. My idea, of course.
It's terrifically hazardous. Pump toggles on or off, wrongly. Irrigation channels flooded. Accidents. We had a fire in che ease
barn recently."
"What happened ?"
"A generator overheated. Minor damage. Your father
scorched the edge of one hand, buc he's okay, he's so Irish ruddy,
nobody notices. Jim was wild. He was so sorry, so ashamed.
We've just given him a fake job: security chief."
"Security?"
"He cakes ic seriously. He wears a crisp blue work shire,
a policeman's shire. Dee even irons chem. And he carries a
black billy club and he patrols the perimeter of the farm. Jocs
notes in a memo pad. Reports anything suspi cious."
"Suspicious citrus?"
"Don't fun, C uthbert."
Worlds pivoted on a pinpoint, pulse points; the circuit
and random punch of finding himself here or there, with fancy
in his heart or prudence. C urey mulled chis, let it in, gated ic.
In the blank gaps, he welcomed tumult and sun.
"Help me here, Cutty." They'd reached a canal of pretty
water, clouds in it; a narrow plank lay across its banks as a bridge.
Susan got in his arms, a W of skin, bones, lavender. And as he
lifted his mother into the next parcel of the groves, C utty imagined Theresa flying across the sky in a sleek jet wh ile her blind
22
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father below bludgeoned into pulp an orange that had fallen
criminally-plop!-across a boundary.
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Milton Kessler Memorial Poetry Prize Winner
Malaria

Lexi Rudnicsky

In Guatemala I remembered che dead.
Friends no longer friends
insisted they had survived.
My mother smiled from her hospital bed.
Those were light-skinned dreams,
where all m y pases were sanguine:
che wine did not stain, the driver
swerved in time, we all understood
the reasons I came here.
This is a different decadence.
Mosquitoes gather by puddles
on the dire floor. Rain warps
che splintered board I sleep on.
Outside: explosions or thunder,
murder or disease.
A doorless knocking into night.
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Border

Ruth Stone

Driving through Indiana,
creeks wriggle along the highway,
incidental,
like, "Oh yes,
someone used to wade there."
A knot of deformed trees,
almost too old fashioned,
remnants of a farm, discontinued merchandise.
Bue it's mostly lose screams,
weed-trees and a loneliness chat hints
of automatic two car garage doors and zoyossa grass;
small, well kept lawns and sudden streets,
and identical houses around a factory
that sprawls the way small colleges used to spread
themselves our:
lawns, flowerbeds, groundsmen with mowing machines.
The quiet autho rity of culcure.

" Border" originally appeared in In the Dark, primed by Copper
Canyon Press. Republished by permission of Ruth cone.
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The Gift

Margarita Engle

I assumed it would be the perfect gifr, worthy of an
exile's nostalgia. So when I traveled to Cuba to visit relatives, I
brought back a pair of vials containing the island, one fill ed
with blood-red clay from a sugarcane field, the other with finely
beveled crystals of sugary-white beach sand. My grandmother
wasn't pleased . She took my gifrs of soil and sand, set chem o n
a table, and glared at them as she reminisced with dismay. "Ay,
esta tierra roja, esta tierra maldita, this red dirt, this cursed dirt,
how I hated it, mira, look, it's the sam e colo r as the d evil's fo rked
tail, I grew up with this evi l red mud stuck to my feet, and then,
when they sent me to the fields to d o forced labor. .. "
My grandma looked up and noticed me standing there.
By then, we both knew I'd chosen the worse possible gifr. "The
sand," she added mercifully, "is pretty." I was never one to enjoy toasting m y skin in the hot sun on a beach, but every year
there was a season when the whole family went co the shore. I
always sat in the shade, on a blanker, because I didn't like geeting sand in my clothes. But we were together, that was something, always a big picnic, everyone swimming o r earing, the
children playing games. " Gracias," she final ly said. "Thank
you. This is a stran ge gifr, very original, but thank yo u. "
"De nada," I replied, "ic was nothing." othing co her.
Everything to me. From that moment o n, I became the one
with an incurable nostalgia. We'd traded places. I spent my
days dreaming of red so il and white sand. She spent hers giving
thanks for paved streets and a roof to shelter her from the sun.
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Willing
E. Evans

In my sleep I dream endlessly of birds,
the mathem atics of jazz.
G rey-winged finches in a fan kick.
Rain shutters the mo rning.
T he dogwood closed ,
their buds in a lockbox of limb.
The azaleas, like children,
climb onto anything that stills.
The showerhead drips onto the tile,
almost a song.
Let this, all this, be a lesso n, it hums.
T he waking,
the distance,
the bluebird
crushed in the po lished parking lot.
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Tenderloin

Jenny Dunning

The cookbook lies open on the granite councercop. "Tenderloin," she reads, "the pampered inner muscle at the small of
the back." Pinching the soft flesh behind her own waist, she is
again, for a moment, inside her body; she feels so light today, as
if she might float away. Close the book. With all the m eals she's
prepared-the family suppers, formal dinners for Roland's clients, the holiday feasts for twenty, twenty-five, his entire family-there should be no need co consult a recipe. Sear first, co
seal in the juices. She secs the oven co four hundred degrees and
lights the burner beneath the case-iron skillet, the one thing she
refused co discard from her life before Roland swept her into his
and instituted his sanitized version of domesticity (he objected
co her not washing it with soap). As the pan heats, she considers
the sauce. Shallots, she decides. None of the mo re pungent alliums. Only the mellow shallot. Perhaps sauceed with duxeLLes,
the mushrooms minced cinywich the liquid squeezed from chem .
Send Haley co pick oregano and basil from the sunny
pots on the patio. No, Haley's not here. Haley and Eli both a re
with Roland's mother Vivian. "You'll wane some time co yourself, dear," Vivian had said-the dear pare of the lace she trimmed
their relationship with, though little love was lose between th e
two- and bustled chem into her leath er-upholstered sedan.
"Don't give us a thought. We'll be fin e." Viv ian has an o ldfashioned view of children: they should be seen but not heard.
Usually, Roland cook chem for Sunday afternoon visits. Uncomforrable wi th the way Vivian pulls and fusses at their clothes
and continually wipes their hands with washcloch s, Leal1 found
excuses not co go. O nce, when Vivian cook chem co the C hildren's
Theater, Haley didn't make ic co che restroom in rime. Bue now
Haley is seven, and Eli five. Leah hardly knows who they a re
any more. H er own life is half spe nt.
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She had worn the navy dress with the quarter sleeves
and the buttons at the neck, the top fitting trimly around her
slim waist like a shore jacket, the skirt hem modest at mid-calf.
Instead of the showy pearls, a hand-dyed scarf, blended greens
beneath a batiked blue trellis. The scarf hid her small breasts
chat, lately, Roland complained were more girlish than womanly; she needed to eat more. In wave after wave, the sympathizers approached her. "Oh, darling. You poor thing," one said,
patting her shoulder energetically. Another reminisced : "Honey,
I was in your boat. Two children. Their father hung on three
days after the explosion. Korean War. You'll make out all right,
though," she went on, wagging Leah's arm the whole time, "we
do what we have co do, we women." The next hugged her, oblivious to her brittleness, and said , "H e was a good man, darling.
You can cake solace in chat. A good man ."
Their touch made her draw back. They didn't know.
These were the old lady C hamber of Commerce vo lunteers,
women he humored and flattered by treating chem like they
were still young. His gift was to be whoever people wanted him
co be, a different person for every occasion. Was that what you
called charisma? Ir's what got him elected C hamber president,
what made him a man-about-town. Bue he wasn't good, and
she wasn't like chem; he had suckered her in to living the wrong
life. H e had charmed her as he charmed chem, only showing his
true self after their marriage when she was already pregnant.
The men came coo, with their wives. T hey squeezed her
palms, lay their hands o n her arm. T hese weren't the men Roland
e ntertain ed at th eir ho m e, t h e broke rage cli e n ts who
co mplimented the meals she prepared and lacer, loosened up
from Roland's single malt scotch, slipped their hands beneath
her ski re, squeezed the inside of her thigh and, in the hallway,
pressed thei r erections agai nst her belly.
Like a banquet laid out for guests, the casket sac ac che
back of the room, cable height, the blue satin of the li ning plump
H .ARPUR PALATE
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and fresh, the raised lid its frame. Haley wouldn't leave his side.
Ahead of time, che funeral director had taken Leah and the children on a tour, showed chem the room full of new caskets and
the collection of swords mounted on the walls of what he called
the consolation room, explained they could come here if they
wanted during the viewing hours. On the cable he left partlycrayoned Sunday school coloring books-line drawings ofJesus
in the wilderness, Jesus at the lase supper, Jesus on the cross and
then, Jesus ascending through geometric shards of would-be
light, these already colored in waxy, garish cones; Leah flipped
through che pages as he explained co the children that in death
the body was just an empty shell left behind. She sho uld have
stopped him , offered them her concept of good or bad ka rma
extending co eternity. But she felt only a circumstantial connection to these children that as babies she never put down . The
pregnancies created a hollow within her, a space she could not
fill , this need co be needed that grew more insistent as they
became separate selves, their couch no more than a brief pressure against her hand. She stood there turning che pages. Then,
in the so-called chapel-a large, sparsely furni shed room-he
cold the children they could couch che body, that ic wouldn't
hurt anything. All through the viewing, Haley, in the gauzy
pink dress she insisted on wearing with her blonde hair pulled
to the side in a lace-covered barrette, stood sentinel at his head,
her hand against the ceramic cold of his cheek. C urious, Leah
touched him herself, but turned away, unwilling co seep between
Haley and her father. When Vivian cajoled her granddaughter
co say hello co all the nice people who had come co say goodbye
co her daddy, Leah snapped, "Lee her be." Vivian had never
thought Leah good enough for her son- too thin, coo quiet,
he'd be able co run rough-shod over her, and what was it her
father does for a living? She had not attended their wedding,
had called Leah a whore once on the phone, a night her speech
was slurred from too many martinis. Only after several years
had they come around co a tenuous peace, brokered by the children. When Vivian was hospitalized, so mething co do wich her
30
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thyroid, Leah had even taken the children co visit. Now, Vivian
jumped back at Leah's uncharacteristic remark, but left Haley
alone.

The pan hearing, she goes co pick the herbs herself, out
through the French doors of the house behind the gate that
swings shut like a cage door, kitchen scissors in hand. The August air is heavy with night coming, the chance storm. In the
dimming light, the blue ho use looks gray. What kind of house
is this, this walled monument? What kind of life has she led
here? She should never have married , nor had children. To cultivate planes would have been enough, the nurturing couch that
passes between her fingers and the green tissues. She imagines:
light flecked through age-cloud ed windows, ftlcered by the multishaped layers of leaves, the room a Victorian glass cath ed ral;
heavy-l imbed, hundred -year-old trees buttressed by vines, epiphyces crowding the branches and strange flowers bushing below, the whole a weaving together of tropical life that surges
roofward, as though che no rthern winter weren't just beyond
the glass; the space, incongruo usly, an aviary as wel l-the birds
not exotic-plumed species, but rather drab sparrows that sought
warmth through a broken pan e and could not find their way
free. H ere Leah would traipse across scone foo tpaths co prune
and shape, feed and water, her hose a fo untain spray. Bue, on
her Southern patio, she has only these few herb pots co tend.
With one finger inserted into the loose grai ns of soil, she reaches
for the nearby watering can, floods the pots until the water percolates through and bubbles out the bo ttom. Now she crops rhe
herbs, her small, sustainable harvest and, in the kitchen again,
rinses the leaves, lays them on the co unter co dry.
She dribbles oil into the heated pan, then turns co rhe
chunk of flesh resting on the butcher paper before her. A vegetarian since her teens, nor our of political o r heal th co nvictions
so much as a repugnance co caking flesh inside her body, she is
accustomed co preparing meat for ochers. Ir is something she
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does without allowing herself disgust; but now, she tells herself,
this will be the last time. Season. She dashes salt across the meat,
then grinds pepper from the wooden mill taller than her forearm . He gave it to her. Roland. He would have her stand
rableside, offering the spice like a servant. How often she imagined hitting him over the head with it. She stabs the tenderloin
with a fork, flips it over, seasons the backside. Water flicked in
hot oil flashes to steam. Leah lifts the meat, feels the weight, the
freshness of it in her hands; blood, thin as wine, pools below. As
she sets it in the pan, the oil hisses at the intrusion and sends up
a spray of sizzling droplets, bur she barely registers the pricks
against her arm.

For a time, when the guests flowed relentlessly toward
her, stalled her with their sympathies and stories (the idea occurred to her that they were here to mourn parts of their own
lost lives, nothi ng at all to do with Roland), Leah lost track of
Eli. As people dispersed, she found him: stretched out rigid on
the sofa. She didn't need to ask to guess he was in his own casket, the stiff yellow brocade his imagined final bed. Enough was
enough. Twining through the hangers-on, she went first to Haley,
pulled her hand from the corpse, warmed it berween her own
rwo, pushed hard against the flesh so that her blood might flow
in the child as it once had. "Come, time to go," she said. Bundling Haley's slight frame before her, she approached the sofa
where Eli lay. She reached for her son, fully a mother for that
instant, lifted the resistant form to the breast that had nurtured
his pliant baby body, held his face in the crook of her shoulder
so that he might smell her milky skin.
They left, walking hand in hand, three across. The o lder
part of town centers around a square green, the funeral home
on the north side, St. Mark's Episcopal Church on the east.
Their progress seemingly haphazard, Leah and the children
passed the church where already people lapped at the doors,
turned down Main Street and pulled up shore at the ice cream
32
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parlo r. "Come on," she said when the chil dren, loo king back
red
ar the door. T hey ducked as rhey
toward the church, hesir:1
entered, perhaps to avr.:d Vivian's imagined oh-no-you-do n't as
she plucked them by the collar. Leah heard Roland's voice as
well: "What the hell do you think you're doing here?" W hen
the door fell shut, the sugary smell overwhelmed her; her stomach cramped.
Eli's face was so serio us as he stood before rhe heavy-set
man in rhe white apron. "My daddy's getting heaven ready fo r
us.,,

Leah pictured Roland maki ng beds in a sunny room,
arranging a vase of flowers on the nighrsrand, the dispariry of
the image amusing in the moment before her an ger reasserted
itself: surely he would go to hell if there were such a place.
The man was staring at her. "Whatever rhey want," she
said.
"Chocolate sauce and sprinkles?"
T hat would have been Haley. ''Anything." For a moment the store went wavy and dark, then resolidified .
Haley ordered bubble· gum ice cream with chocolate
sauce and rainbow sprinkles. When her mother didn't proresr,
she added gummy worms.
Unimaginable. Leah couldn't think of earing.
"The lirde boy?"
She prodded Eli wirh a pat on his shoulder.
Looking at her rather than the man, Eli said, "Cookie
dough. And Oreo's." Then asked, "Can I have a cone?"
While the children are, Leah sipped water from a paper
·cup. She igno red the mess of Eli's ice cream melting down the
sides of the cone and dripping out the bottom. It was Haley
who, playing the mother, blotted the cream globs from the Tasmanian D evil on his dip-on tie and brushed cookie crumbs off
his lap. Leah was replaying the faces at the viewing, wondering
if anyone had known she had filed for divorce a week earlier. H e
had said she would never make it on her own; he would see to it
that she didn't.
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Eli rubbed his mo uth on his sleeve a nd asked, "W here
did they gee the man that looked like D addy, that man in the
box.~"

Leah rorares rhe meat, using the fo rk and a wooden
spoon, oblivious to rhe splattering oil. While the peripheral fl esh
crusts d eep brow n, she scrips silky ski n fro m the shallo ts. He
was n't good , o nly a good actor. T hose people didn't know the
Roland she knew, rhe Roland behind the gate, within the wal ls.
T he m an who couldn't be outwardl y ruffied bur would go
th rough the house in the middle of the night turning o n the
lights, the music, the televisio ns so that she would have to senle
the screami ng children. T he shal lots ser our o n the wooden cutting board, the one he specified o nly be used fo r vegetables because bacteria m ight lodge in the scratch es (his vo ice agai n, grilling her, when was the Last time you bleached this?), she reaches fo r
the chopping knife. U nder the heel of her palm, the knife's mincing rhyth m ch ips at the small bulbs. She despises his voice that
speaks from within her. She must excise it.
C harry meat smel ls fi ll the kitchen. Her hunger is inside our- the odo r borh draws and repulses her. Agai n, she rums
the tenderloin so the last rem aining sectio n of raw fl esh contacts the heated surface. Mo re cho pping, the rhythm soo thes.
Scrape the shallots onto a small place. ow the herbs, rheir pungent flavor released to the ai r: tiny green specks hilled beside the
shallots.
Innumerable rimes she had imagined his death: his car
veering off the road as he raced to some m eeting in an o ther city,
or returned ho me after too yman drinks; the improbable plane
era.sh. Always, hersel f blameless. She wipes the debris-m ottled
mush rooms with a damp rowel. C hops them also, collects them
in a cloth and wrings the mo isture fro m chem. H er gur cramps
again. She couldn't ear in the ice cream parlor, sweet as deachhe smelled like nothing in the casket, faintly ch emi cal. Nor later,
at the reception, all the little cakes and cookies, the plates of
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cruscless sandwich es, which had appeared fro m who knew where.
O nly the routine of herself in the kitchen, the familiari ty of
casks, grounds her. Now sh e lifts the tenderlo in, so heavy her
wrists dip and strain, onto the b roiler pan. Setting ch e pan into
the oven, her grip almost gives way. She swoons at the rush of
heated ai r that escapes fro m the oven's gaping m outh . Bue then,
closing the door, she regai ns some strength. Stupid bitch, she
hears him call her -in fro nt of his fri ends, the children-stupid

bitch.

The sauce agai n. She mounds the shallots, mush rooms,
o regan o, basil in the pan where tiny browns of meat pop in the
o il. Too hoc-she adjusts the fl am e, then stirs with the wooden
spoon. Quickly, che shallots grow translucent, the herbs li m p.
H eat is no m ore than the speeding up o f rime. And what is
death ? Leah bel ieves in no god, no m edieval layers o f afterlife.
T he only judgment is regret, the im possibili ty of undo ing what
has been do ne or of regaining lost years. She scoops fl our into
her palm, lets it snow from meshed fingers onto the sauce. She
stirs the roux. From a bag in the freezer, she cakes several ice
cubes of rich vegetable stock. H er kitchen is well-p rovisio ned ,
as if advance preparatio n could protect her. She adds them to
the pan singly, stirs to incorpo rate them with the sauce, then
secs the pan aside.
She sores through the foodstuffs o n the shelves of che
refrigerator, in the drawers, looking fo r som ething to accompany che meat course. There is a liccle potato gracin readymade
in a lidded glass dish. When had she prepared that? Two days
befo re, could it be o nly then? She had made it fo r him, the cwo
of them going o n with things as if the dissolutio n o f their marriage were not underway, as if she were not to move to a ho use
on the other side of tow n with the children-a house on a quiet
street of similar houses, the yards flowing in to each other with out barriers, not even picket fences. It had been easier fo r her to
go on as usual, him asserting that she wouldn't go th rough with
it and her, as for so long now, letting the anger gestate. She
extracts the casserole, places it in the oven beside the roast. T hen,
HARPUR PAU.TE
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rifling through the vegetable drawer, she selects a sack of green
beans.
The cold water screaming over her hands as she rinses
the beans shocks her a bit, reminds her she is still muscle and
veins, nerve and sensation. She glances up. To the left of the
sink, finely ground carbon steel knives gleam dully from their
magnetic rack. When they designed chis kitchen during the first
year of their marriage, when she was still awed by Roland's assumed expertise, he had instructed her on the importance of
the working triangle: supplies and implements, sink and stove,
should be at arm's reach from a central pivot. Bue after a.II, he
had not been able co plan it ouc, not che pare she would play in
his life, no more than his death. She can see him sciJJ, his slumped
body at the kitchen cable. Water continues co rush from the
faucet. "Gran says so meching's not right with you. " Was that
how Haley put it at the ice cream parlor? Perhaps Vivian would
sue for legal custody of the children; the thought hovers but
evokes no response. Leah reaches for a paring knife and trims
the seems from the beans, several at a time, cues against her
thumb, presses the edge into her skin, and, feeling nothing,
pushes harder. Red mixes with the flow of water. le is so easy co
penetrate flesh. Then, with her thumb bandaged in a paper rowel,
she ftlls a pan, lights the burner co boil the water.

The service had already begun when Leah arrived with
the children. Pulling them so their feet skimmed the marble
floor, she made her way up the aisle co their reserved front-row
seats. The robed priest was chancing, his song the voice of centuries: "For none of us liveth co himself, and no man dieth co
himself. .. " Leah had deferred the arrangements co Vivian, but
here, in the midst of the old-fashioned liturgy, Vivian's choice
seemed ridiculous. Roland had believed in nothing but himself.
If he occasionally attended church services, it was only co garner political support. Ac the front pew, Leah pushed Eli a.head
of herself and pulled Haley behind. They brushed past Vivian,
36
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who reach ed out in passing to retuck Eli's shire, then to straighten
the bow on Haley's dress.
Aware of the demand fo r an explanatio n in Vivian's gaze,
she stared straight out at the priest, at the sway of his white robe
visible beyond the lectern . "The souls of the righteous are in the
hand of God ... " A lone shaft of sunlight illuminated a rectangle of marble fl oo r beside him .
N ext to her, Eli squirmed . "The cop's down. Is the m an
still in the re?"
Leah shifted her focus to the coffin heaped with flowe rs
in the center o f the platfo rm . "Hush," she said, laying her hand
over his in his lap. The congregatio n was sing-songin g the psalm,
their cones rising at the line-ends; Haley sang alo ng with mad eup words, a birdsong that diverged fro m the congregatio n when
the phrases ascended . Leah could only m ake o ut fragments of
text: "My tears have been my m eat d ay and nigh t. .. " and,
"Where is now thy God ?"
Again, the priest's voice filled the sanctuary. A passage
from Revelation: "The Lamb . .. T hey shall hunger no more .. . "
Leah couldn't make herself attend. T he words fl ew like swallows between the pitched, dark-wood rafters of the hall. Leah
would be the words, would draw in flight the cal ligraphed fo rms.
T hen drumming, close in . But no. T har was only both
children's feet hitting the pew base. She stretched her arms across
their legs to still them .
So fa mili ar were rhe wo rds now, t hey ca rried o nly
rhythm , no m eaning. Of course, Vivian woul d have specified a
communio n service. Leah pictured an anted iluvian scone altar.
Standing, placin g herself behind Eli, she steered the chil d ren
toward the rail. T hey knel t in a row and Leah's hands formed a
cup co accept rhe wafer. H aley shook her head no; she protested
when the p riest m arked the sign of the cross o n her brow. Eli
spar his out, wiped it on his pant leg.

T he meal sits befo re her on the cream-colored place with
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gold rim-the bean s in sheaves tied with carrot twine, the
bubble-crusted gracin spooned alongside, the meat sliced and
sauced , the dun of the sauce pooled with the meat's running
pink. Wine too, a fruity red , translucent in the Auced crystal
goblet. A cloth napkin, gold-handled silverware. Take, ear. Bue
she doesn't know if she can, or if this wi ll be enough. If she
ceases the effort required to remain in chis chair, at this cable,
she will transform into a bird. A white bird, the kind whose
feathers were once sought our for hats.
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When the Palm Reader Sees That You Have
Two Life Lines, He Says You Must Choose One
Jennifer Perrine

II
Like the road
mo re traveled by,
your future has a use.
You will be tamped down ,
firm as footsteps,
stretches of you littered
with loose change and leaves.
You will be paved with prints
no t yours, marked by
what you have carried,
the dry dust of you
kicked up every time.
Subtle, silent,
fai thful, you will be worn
with habit, o r else
abando ned, weeds
growing through
your body, the cracked
surface of you. Bue
underneath,
the touch of roots,
wo rk-hollows, complex
vessels of under-skin.
Like the road
more traveled by,
no o ne wi ll write poems
about you.

T he road ahead
1 no t a road at all
but a river, silt-strewn
rock-rub of your belly.
No birth but a fall
fro m the sky, you pool,
pouring over, sliding out.
Yo u swallow fish whole,
spilling them in your wake,
ridges of sun sering o ut
o n you. Electric, your current
fl oods every time
it rains, your body
rising up li ke a threat,
like a glo riou wet
hunger. You freeze,
you thaw, you fuck
the dead things buried
inside you. You trickle
sickly in your dry pells.
You carry fi lth
the sam e a you carry
bronzed bodies .
In the end, you disappear,
absorbed, atomized, diffused
into one great bod y
more turbulent than you.
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I Inhale My Lover

Jeff Walt

Seduced back to smoking on the stoop-although I vowed
to give it up- wasting my days lusting after the sinewy
strength of glistening boys without shires shooting hoops
across the street. A cigarette lounging berween my lips, pulling
the first hit deep, kind smoke uncurling in my throatmy heart stained yellow from yearning. So much craving
in life; each of these boys in baggy jeans and gym shorts
dunking, charging, cocks flopping; and this sweet release
of streamers, Os, tiny tornados, a smoky desire I can't
put down or live without-don't want to come back fro m
slow burning that fills me completely as peace. The radio
says things we can't see kill us a little every day, poison
in everything-the ozone, Comee, Mennen deodorant, the violets
outside my window; I could drop dead any minute from radon
slithering silently out of the basement, so I give in, continue
lighting up back to back-charmed by romantic greed, knowing
the statistics and myths as each slim stick takes a minute off
my life. I bless this hal f pack of Marlboros, the boys' sweat
that I want to lick from their slick, sweet bodies, E. coli
crawling on the kitchen counter; these warm cement steps
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and the chips o f scattered sun buried in the sidewalk, kids batting
rocks in che street, shadows sneaking in to al leys, cats crying
for food, and this adrenal ine rush: knowing ic's legal co sic in public
on a scoop and kill yourself slowly as you fall in love.
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S.S. Pierce

Alice Stern

It could have been a ship. An English ship if the letters
had been H.M.S. But it was a truck, and the letters on it were
S.S. It came thundering along the highway by our house. Such
a start it gave me, seeing an S.S. Pierce truck go by! I hadn't
seen char name for the longest rime, nor since we'd moved upstate from the city. Nor since th e rimes I'd decide to rake rhe
elevator instead of the escalaror in rhe now defunct B. AJrman's
department store, which meant walking all the way to the back
where the elevaror bank was and the special ty foods department,
past the S.S. Pierce cans stacked in pyram ids and the cellophanewrapped gift baskets tied with big red bows.
Old ladies-nor that old, still viral elderly ladies with
lovely orderly gray hai r (never dyed) and good tai lo red tweedy
clothes who walked nice dogs-o rdered S.S. Pierce from the B.
AJrman's catalogue which arrived in rhe mail regularly. T hey'd
order quality canned goods and household ti ssues-facial, bathroom-and Altman's own, private label cold cream soap, by th e
case twice a year. "Such a sensible thing to do, nor having to
run down to Broadway co the supermarket, saves the bother
and ignominy (oh I ger o ur of there as fast as I can!) and when
you count up che number of trips to the store, well, it real ly
pays to order in quantity by phone, and have it delivered to
your door. "
These vital, elderly ladi es were careful, cunning, bur by
no means poor. They lived , and still do, in old rent-controlled
apartments with thick walls and chick doors, and from our of
those thick walls and doors seeps the reassuring smell of brisker
and leg oflamb, filling the elevaror vestibule ar six o'clock in the
evening. They walk their dogs and agree: "Oh S.S. Pierce, of
course, ir's rhe besr," and "I always ... " ere. Did they real ly say
these things, or do I imagine ir? T here are no women like char
up here in the country.
42
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I always wondered what was inside tho e cans to make
them so special. Children wonder: what's inside? I am married
bur I'm still a child. I even have children, bur I'm still a child.
So I wonder, what's inside? Is the quality really so much berrer?
the freestone peaches? the young, the early, the baby peas? Or is
it just cann ed after all , with a you-can-co unt-o n-ir-rasringcanned taste?
Once I decided I would try something by S.S. Pierce.
And I did try. I tried so hard! The memory of i r pierced me as
that truck went by. I tried so hard to please him, bur it hurt. Ir
hurt terribly. He said: "After awhile it won't; it wi ll stop hurting." Bur it didn't. We went to a doctor. A friend recommended one, the kind of doctor neither of us would have known
about, or had any reaso n ro visit before this. We both felt humiliated. In rhe waiting room we couldn't bear to look at each
other. The doctor examined me. He questioned me. I said: ir
hurt terribly. He said: "After awhile it won't; it will stop hurting."
I always went for externals, ourward symbols, because
inside I was such a fai lure. C ircumstances didn't allow me to
have a real wedding, so I didn't ger ro wear a veil and gown, and
I missed these very much. I needed rhem, because I myself was
so lacking. The real thing that mattered wasn't there. Its absence hung in the ai r. His disappointment hung in the air. Ir
hovered over us years later as we are S.S. Pierce rum cake by
candlelight.
We were alone together in the house, for the first rim e
since rhe children were born. Every one of them was our of the
house-a combination of grand parental visits, sleep-overs with
friends. All five ar once- quire a coincidence! Almost a jokeit would make a good sitcom episode-and a cause for celebracion. What couple wouldn't celebrate? Alone ac lase! Dinner
for rwo at a card cable sec up in the living room before an open
fire; lace cloth, candlelight.
"le doesn't count," he used to say. "Window dressing
doesn't count."
H ARPUR PALATE
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He doesn't say that anymore. He said, "How nice!" about
the lace cloth and the candles. And when I brought in the S.S.
Pierce rum cakes in fancy glass dishes, he said: "Que/Le supris!
"
"You clever thing, surprising me like that. Wh en did
you gee chem? You muse have hid them."
I had. I'd ordered the rum cakes from the noc-yec-defuncc B. Airman's and hidden chem away for an occasion. They
cam e two in a can , and as I opened one of them I thought of the
co mpany's name, Pierce, as I brought the little steel triangle of
our Swing-Away down into the cop and punctured it. The cakes
were tiny and chere was a loc of syrup, really a lo c. What a gyp!
Pretending co be so fancy and chen filling up their cans wich a
loc of liquid, just like che so-called inferio r brands did.
" How fancy of you," he said about the cue-glass dessert
dishes, and he lie a march and held it co the rum cakes so they'd
flambe. Bue they didn't. They refused co flam be.
He cried again and again and they wouldn't. That was a
gyp, coo. And then we casted the rum cakes and they were
bitter. Noc delicious, not yummy-biccer. H e said it was probably because of the rum not catching fire so the alcohol didn't
burn off.
Too strong, I thought. Nor like the rum cakes I remembered from my childhood-which weren't lircle, o r plural,
bur big and singular, a bundc-shaped cake from a bakery that
fill ed che whole white cardboard box. You untied the sering,
lifted the lid and there it sac on a paper doily, all plump and
golden and gooey; you could run a finger around che edge and
then lick yo ur finger. Locs of syrup buc noc fl oating in it.
Soaked-impregnated wich syrup . And so sweet you always
wanted more. "More rum cake, please!"
These lircle S.S. Pierce rum cakes didn't caste like more.
A fancy name co cover up what wasn't delicious. We did our
best co finish the coo strong, bitter cakes and co pretend that we
were enjoying the evening, because nor co be enjoying ic was
coo humiliating. A special occasion-our first night alone, with
al l che children ouc of the house, and everyone knows what char
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means! or should mean (time to play hanky pank or is it poon
tang?), but we knew we weren't going to. And the knowledge
lay heavy between us-that after we fini shed crying to fi ni sh
the not good rum cakes we'd look to see if there was an ything
good on TV that we could watch for awhile, and then he'd excuse himself and go our for a spin in the car while I went to bed ,
sad, ashamed of my failure, my lacking, and read myself to sleep.
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Precis of Three Summers
DeAnna Stephens Vaughn

T he summer before I knew you, I knew this shore
as a bed of sand amid blackberry thickets
where older boys lit cherry bombs
before wrecking cars or leavi ng town,
a stratum of warmth and cigarette ashes
and paper shrapnel the color of
their girlfriends' toenails and fingertips.

II
You emerged from the water, halfway,
sunlight fastened to your lashes
and after you pulled me in, my legs enci rcled
you hips and my hair became a tangle
of water moccasins lapping at your throat.
We held each other in mid-transfigurement.
H ad I let you go, you would have stayed,
you would have fought weightlessness to feel
the knives of shale against your soles.

III
Evening tricked us.
Above the canebrake, the hemisphere of
blue was our own creation,
a silk scarf draped over reeds,
with a hole that fixed the sun in place.
But the sun crept from its chamber,
lay frozen in a field we could not see,
and our arms and legs grew cold,
46 HARPUR
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were barely warmed by che engine
char you starred beneath us an d opened
full throttle. Dusk drove us ho me
while the headwind
tore my breath fro m your ear.
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About Slavs

Joanne Lowery

Ask any British or French soldier
who'd been on the front lines of the C rimea
and he'd cell you that once you got close
you could smell the Russlcis: a smell
like leather. And when you saw them
they all had pug noses like lap dogs,
clumsy lips and small piggish eyes.
So many people couldn't be wrong
about how a good bayonet went in
just like slicing boiled cabbage.
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Antigua

Lexi Rudnidsky

We would only go there
when we were homesick:
the bars had electric fans,
the vegetables were clean,
no one rugged at our skirts
or hissed as we walked
through the marketplace.
One night I met an engineer
who installed potable water
in the outlying villages.
He was fat, bur newly so;
an American with bad knees,
he said he'd show me
where the water came from .
We rode his moped up a hill.
I held him around the waist.
Tighter, he ordered.
The hill was strewn with lovers
feeling their way in the dark.
We could see the scars
and che lights of the city.
He said he could cake me
further. There was a courtyard
and chickens. He'd make me
fresh eggs for breakfast;
I'd pick oranges from his tree.
I knew not co interrupt, the way
you never wake a sleepwalker.
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Phone Calls
Alan Brich

I lived in the room of ech oes.
Bare walls and no windows
bur
it had a couch and a lamp
and a three-legged table with a phone.
The phone was old and black.
I was sitting on the couch
in the room of echoes
when the old black phone ran g.
I wasn't surprised .
Phones ring. Thar's what they do.
I sat and watched it ring fo r a couple years
before I d ecided to pick it up.
I put the receiver up to my ear. A voice cut through the static.
I recognized the voice. It was mine.
Ir was a bit strange to hear my voice
from this old black phone
but
I have seen stran ger things so
I went along with it.
This is what my voice said:
Ir's going to rake some time.
Then a pause.
A mythic pause full of static.
I waited for one of myselves to say someth ing.
Nothing cam e. Static.
Finally o ne of us said good-bye and
I hung it up and sat there on the couch
in the room of echoes.
There was nothing else to do with the blank walls
and no windows
so I called myself back. I knew the number.
It rang and rang.
I knew I was on the other side

For a while
Ir wasn't so bad.
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crying co decide whether or nor co pick ir up.
This was going co take some time.
I would rel! myself this
when I picked ir up
from the other side.
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A Gentle Man

Mary Anne Mohanraj

"Lee no one cherish anything, inasmuch as the loss of whar is
beloved is hard. There are no ferrers for him who knows neither
pleasure no r pain. From affection arises sorrow; fro m affection
arises fear. To him who is free fro m affection there is no sorrow.
Whence fear?" - Gautama Buddha

Suneel wakes up hours before his family. This is normal, although today is not normal, roday is a special day. Most
days he makes tea, reads the paper, eats some coast without butter before going co work at his score. Sushila, his wife, never
wakes until after nine. She likes co stay up lace, talking on the
phone with her friends. When the children were younger, he
was the one who woke chem, who ironed their Catholic school
uniforms and put out milk and cereal. Bue now the children
are able co wake themselves, and only Riddhi, his youngest, still
sleeps at home.
le is Riddhi's birthday today. Tonight all of their friends
will gather co celebrate his youngest daughter's seventeenth birthday. She has just finished high school, and plans co scarr at the
local community college in the fall. Noc as smart as her older
sister, no. His sweet Riddhi will never join Raji at Harvard.
Just as well, considering what Raji is doing there, running around
in public with white boys. le turns his stomach.
He drinks his tea, savoring the caste of cinnamon, cardamom, cloves, with shreds of ginger so fierce and strong. He's
casted the tea in American scores-weak, sugary brews. Diluted, adulterated. Pathetic. His wife claims she likes ic chat
way, but she still makes his strong, the way they drink it back
home. She knows chat his standards haven't changed, chat he
still believes in doing things right. When she is with him, she
drinks tea the way he does. Bue when she's on her own- who
knows?
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Sushila is still asleep; she has stayed up late, cooking for
the party, making curries that will taste better the second day.
She has made beef curries and pork and chicken for their friends,
who are all Catholic like her; vegetables for him, the lone Buddhist. He has sometimes been tempted by the smell of her meat
curries, but the thought of actually eating meat turns his sromach. He has not had meat since he was twenty, back in 1946.
Two years before they married; thirty-four years ago. He has
held firm tO his convictions. Ifhe ate meat now, it would make
him ill.
He can taste already her brinjal curry, savo r the spicy
coconut sambol and the pungent pickled limes. His mouth is
almost burning, though the fire is wholly imagined, and he takes
a long drink of tea tO soothe it. He chokes on a piece of ginger,
and coughs for a few moments, his whole body shaking. Then
it's gone, swallowed down, and he is at rest again.
His wife is an excellent cook; none can d eny chat, at
least, though he can guess what else they say about her. She
won't be awake until eleven at least. But there is a lot tO do
between now and then. He washes the cup, dries it, puts it
away.

He calls the srore; no problems. His assistant is a solid
man, his cousin's friend, and reaso nably trustworthy, although
he wouldn't give the man access tO the store's bank account. H e
knows that you can't really trust anyone here, in America, not
the way you could back home, in Ceylon. It's just not the same;
fami ly and friendship don't mean the same things here that they
did back there. He has learned that the hard way. Still, the man
works hard, and the srore cakes a lot of hard work.
T he srore has fed and clothed him and his fam ily; in it
he sells saris, lengths of shining fabric in silk and chiffo n with
bright gold threads. Suneel started the shop with mo ney saved
up from work in Colombo, the capital, back when they were
newlyweds. H e had saved enough tO bring his wife and young
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children to America, enough to buy a partnership in a new sari
store, o ne of the first in the country, and then wo rked hard
enough to buy the store outright a few years later. H e's proud
o f the store, and it's doing well, but who knows fo r how lo ng?
When they first arrived , it seem ed that their wh ite neighbo rs
shared their values; knew the value o f h a.rd wo rk, the impo rtance of famil y, of d ecency. H e'd tho ught it a good place to
raise children, a place of o ppo rtunities. But in recent yea rs,
America has changed, ch anged com pletely. othing here is as
it was, nothing lases. In this country, everything looks b righ t
and beautiful and substantial, but it is so often a sham, with
nothing real suppo rting it. No c like back ho me.
Time to scare clean ing. Sushila does the light cleaning- she looks lovely wandering around che ho use in a simple
green sari, feather duster in her ha nd. But ask her to scrub che
bathroo m tiles, o r even move the furniture to vacuum behind
ic. .. But he brought her here, after all; agai nst everyo ne's ad vice.
The first man in his village to go so far fro m ho me. It was his
visio n-Am erica, land o f oppo rtuni ty, a shining bright future
for his fam ily. H ow could he have known that in America, you
had to be fabulously rich to affo rd even a single servant? T hey
are not fabulously rich, and his wife p refers not to th in k abou t
the dirt that gathers in the corners, under the carpet.
H e does not fo rce it o n her, tho ugh sometime he is
exhausted , co ming hom e fro m the store o nly to find the ho use
is so filthy that he cannot stand it. Som etimes he stays up late
for nights o n end, sweeping and scrubb ing and mo pping, while
she talks o n the telephone to her fri ends. She has so many
fri ends, and they have so much to talk about. Som etimes he
wanes to cake her face and push it down in the bucket of scummy
water, just fo r a m oment, just so she knows what she is fo rcing
him to do-but he would never do that. He doesn't even raise
his voice when he asks her w hat she has been doing al l day lo ng;
he is not that so rt of m an. T he Buddha counsels cal m in che
face of the vexatious; restraint when in the presence of troublesome souls. H e tries to follow the teaching.
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An hour lacer, Suneel is still cleaning, bur Riddhi has
woken up. She comes down the stai rs in her purple pajamas
with sleep still crusted in her eyes, hai r falling tangled down her
back. H ow man y times her mother has cold her co brush ic with
o il and braid it before sleep? She always fo rgets, like a child.
His liccle one, his delicate angel. She looks just like her mo ther
did when he married her; much the same age as wel l. So lovely.
They sent her co a Catho lic girls' high school; both of chem had
agreed char it was best, after what had happened with Raji . Bue
soon the boys will be swarmin g around her; even coni ghc, at che
parry, the sons of their friends will be drawn co her. His sweet
innocent; if he could o nly keep her a child, safe, fo rever.
She wraps her arms around his neck as he bends over
the bathroom sink, scrubbing at a stubborn stain. "Good morning, Appa." Oh, good morning, my d aughter. H appy b irthd ay. I hope you have a very happy birthday cod ay...
T hen she's off co eat cereal before scarring co help with
the cleaning. D utiful child, nor li ke her sister who had always
found som e excuse co be o ur of the house when there was wo rk
co be done. Even coday-where is she? H as Raj i come ho me co
help? No. She'll cake the lace train from Bosto n, wal tz in th e
d oo r at fo ur o'clock when the gu escs have arrived and the wo rk
is done. And he'll have co co unt himself lucky if she co mes
alone.
So far, Raji has at lease kepc her sham eful behavio r with
h er at college, nor brought it ho me co their house. H e's nor sure
how much it maccers, since she isn't discreet eno ugh co keep ic a
secret. Running around in broad daylight; holding hands and
kissing. All of their friends know whac she does at nighc, w hen
her m other calls at eleven o'clock and she isn't in her dorm room.
O ne fri end called chem fro m Australia co cell them what she
h ad heard-oh, how troubled she was, how concerned abo ut
their Raji. Sushil a has pleaded with him co do so mething abo ut
it, has raged at him. Bue what can a fath er d o? Raji has made
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her own choices. He will educate her, char is his duty; then she
will be on her own.

The heavy cleaning is done. Now there is just a lirrle
straightening left. T hough soon Sushila will be up with an endless list of errands for him to run. He rums the sofa cush ions in
the family room, his fingers digging deep into the fabric, threatening to rear. She always has lists for him, and never mind what
else he has planned; she never asks-that's yet another of his
jobs, after all. To run around after his wife. H e deliberately
relaxes his hands, breathes deeply, releases the cushio ns.
H e pulls open the curtains to let sunlight into the fading room. Suneel straightens the photos o n top of the TY; so
many of them. His beautiful wife, laughing at parry after parry.
She likes parries, where she is always surrounded by her female
friends. He can imagine the others nor in rhe picture, the ghosts
surrounding her. He is standing behind her, there to hold her
up, catch her if she falls-the good husband.
There is Raj i, so call and straight and serio us. His studious one, always busy alone in her room with her books and
paper and paint. H e had such hopes for her. ..all gone, now.
And Riddhi, his angel girl, like a flower. Riddhi dan cing, li ke
he r mother, a tw irling burst of co lo red flam e. After her
Arangerrum, her graduation dance performance, she stood up
on the stage so seriously, and thanked her teachers, her sister,
her amma and appa most of all. You could see in her face her
sweetness, her love fo r her family; it was clear fro m the light
shining our of it. You can see ir still.
There is a face missing from th e photos as well, hi s son's,
Raksha's-bur the boy abandoned his fam ily, and al l the photos
which contained him were th rown our long ago.

Ir's almost ten- rime to wrap Riddhi's presents. ushila
has chosen most of them. Pretty dresses, and one of chem nor
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to be wrapped, since Riddhi wiU wear it today. A white handbag. A dark green sari.
Sushila wore green, the day after they were marri ed.
Sitting at the table with him, his mother, his sisters -he remembers how beautiful she looked in that green, how she smil ed
and blushed when one of his sisters teased her about the night
before. His young bride.
He had been so nervous the night before. His friends
had been fuU of coarse advice; he was the first of them to marry;
they knew nothing. One of his aunties had pulled him asidehe can't remember now which one it was. She whispered to
him: "The girl's more scared than you are." Then she stuck a
chicken roll in his hand and went away. The older relatives
never remembered that he had given up eating the flesh of animals the year before, when he became a Buddhist. Bur it was
good advice. It had calmed him down, and lee him be very
patient and gentle with Sushila that night. She had been so
vulnerable, so sweet and still as he unwrapped her crimson sari.
Afterwards, he had fallen asleep with her small hand held rightly
in his own. When he woke, it was still there. Suneel aches even
now, at the memory of it.
His fingers continue wrapping, creasi ng the delicate paper, tearing it, folding it over each gift. Lipstick. Blush. Eyeliner.
Small gold earrings. He does not approve of the make-up. His
daughter does not need to paint her face to be beautiful. But
it's nor worth arguing with his wife. He learned that long ago.
The earrings are good; a girl should have some nice jewelry, for beauty and security. H e has been saving money; a little
here and there put into a special bank account. He scarred when
Raji was born-money for his d aughters' dowry, for their jewelry. Now who knows whom Raji will marry, if she ever does.
Running around with American boys. Taking them back to her
dorm room for anyone to see-and they run and cell her shamed
parents, of course, and all their friends. Sushila screams at the
girl, hits her, but it does no good. V iolence never does. Raji
will find her own path, away from her family, and the jewelry
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will go to Riddhi instead. It is just as well. A gi rl cannot have
too much security.
One present left, bur he will wrap it later.

At eleven, Sushila wakes. H e brings her tea, and sits by
the side of the bed whil e she drinks it. She has a list of instructions for him: buy chicken fo r rhe rolls, wine and beer, some
large prawns; she's decided to make another curry. Ir wi ll be
expensive, more than they'd planned to spend, but he can work
late tomorrow and make up the difference. She does nor ask
what he thinks.
She finishes her list, and gets out of bed. Sushi la wears
a thin white cotton nightgown. Her heavy breasts show through
the sheer fabric, her waist and swell of hips, the darkness at the
juncture of her thighs. H er long hair falls thickly down her
back. H e stirs at the sight of her; he often does.
Riddhi is working in the front yard, trimming the roses,
mowing the lawn. He can hear the roar of the mower through
the open window, and knows that if he were to close the bedroom door and pull his wife back to the bed, Riddhi would nor
hear them. He considers it-if he did draw her to the bed,
Sushila would not protest. She never protests; she is always
willing, always available, the acco mmodating wife. Bur she will
lie still beneath him, with her head turned away and her eyes
closed. She will be still like a statue. It is rhe only rime she is
awake and not in motion-when he is moving in her, above
her.
On that first night, their wedding night, uneel had
been so gentle with her, but had not managed to coax a response from her. H e had cold himself that it would get better
with time, that she hardly knew him, that he was a stranger to
her. Bur it had nor gotten better, and so o nly rarely had he let
himself si nk inside her. Once was a night when Sushila had
gone shopping with her friends, and had come back late-so
late! N ine-thirty at night, and while it was true char the mall
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was open until nine, he had nor been able to believe that she
had o nly been shopping.
His an ger had risen up in him then, and he had al most
dragged her to their bed . H e had wanted to hi e her, wanted to
hurt her, and he had come so close .. .Yec he had remembered the
words of the Buddha, and had res trained himself. H e had taken
her fiercely, but witho ut causing her pai n. H e had stayed true
to himsel f, to his beliefs, and she had never known how angry
he had been. Sometimes he wo ndered if that an ger had infected Raj i, conceived on that night.
Sushil a raises her arms, stretches, displaying the dark
thatch of hair under her arms, and he bites his lip, drawing
blood . H e wan ts her. She is his wife, and he has every right to
rake her. Bue he knows chat if he rakes her back to bed now, she
will not wane him. She will not wan t hi m. H e lets her go to her
shower, undisturbed.

H e drives too fasr o n the highway. His family depends
o n hi m, he has a dury to them, and so he wears his seat bel tbur he still drives too fas t. A car speeds up, cuts in fro nt of him,
and he resists the urge to shove his foo t down o n the gas, rush
forward and crash ... thar would be an extremely violent act.
Suneel fo rswore violence thirry-four years ago, and sin ce
that day he has not eaten fish o r meat, nor ki lled a spider o r
crushed an am . H e has never raised his hand to his wife o r
children, even tho ugh there was a time when Sushila begged
him to discipline their so n.
Ac six teen, Raksha had fallen in with a bad crowd , taken
to disappearing at night, climbing out windows and down trees,
meeting with his friends. Eventual ly they'd heard about it,
learned chat the boy was spend ing his rime smoking marij uana
in a dark room with other teens, having sex with o ne girl o r
ano ther, listening to music that preached revolutio n, revolutio n
and sex, sex that they called "love." T hose children had no idea
what love was, but they were everywhere that summer, smoking
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and drinking and running around late at night, singing. America
had never seemed as alien as it did that year. Then cam e the
rumors that Raksha had gotten a white girl pregnant, chat she'd
had an abortion or a baby, that she had disappeared or diedbut maybe they were just rumors. No one seemed sure.
They had co nfined Raksha to his roo m, they had argued with him , his mother had screamed and wept-but fo r
nothing. Raksha had grown sullen and silent. Finally he'd left,
just disappeared into the night like a thief, without even a note.
Sushila has never forgiven her husband for not being harsher
with their son. She hasn't hesitated to discipline Raj i, bringing
the slim bamboo can e dow n o n the girl's back, but it has do ne
little good.
H e has never hit anyo ne. H e avoids harsh speech, and
animosity of thought. All the Buddhism he knows he learned
from a friend in school so lo ng ago, and from what he ca n teach
himself by studying books. H e has learned at least a little after
years of study, and knows that refraining fro m violent thought
or action is essential if one w ishes to reach the calm of enligh tenment.
H e removes his foo t fro m the gas pedal. H e strives fo r a
peaceful state of mind, though he knows it will not come.

When he comes home, she scream s at him . Sushila is a
wo man given to screeching, tho ugh he could never have guessed
that when they married. H e knew she had life and passion in
her, but it seemed so joyous. She was sparkling then, like sunlight on river water. Laughter bubbled o ut of her. She even got
his lirclest sister to laugh once o r twice, ugly Medha who had
never man aged co find a husband. Medha, who has ended up
alone, living in a sad litcle house o n the beach, battered by salty
ocean winds, with o nly a maid fo r co mpan y. W ithout children.
Perhaps Raj i will suffe r the same fate, since she has apparently turned away fro m their society. Perhaps she too will
end up ugly and alone. O nce the tho ugh t of his d aughter in
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such straits might have tormented him, but he has been hurt
too many times, betrayed over and over. His heart is closed to
her; he cannot bring himself to care.
The first step to enlightenment, perhaps, to serenity.
When touched by happiness or sorrow, the wise show no elation or
dejection; the wise become serene Like unto a deep, calm and crystal-clear Lake. He suspects that he will never find it, but he
longs for that serenity.
Serenity is difficult to find when Sushila is shouting that
he has brought the wrong kind of chicken. Does he do this to
her deliberately? Is he trying to torment her? His neck is taut
with tension, his shoulders tight, but she cannot see that-he is
much caller than she is. He bows his head until she is finished .
Then he goes out again, to get the right kind of chicken.

When he comes back a half hour later, with the chicken,
she does not thank him. She is busy cooking again, and two of
his sisters have arrived as well to help. Their husbands are working, and will arrive later. The women are laughing in the kitchen,
gossiping and trading bits of cooking wisdom. They ignore
him, but he is used to that. The house is clean; the food will be
ready on cime; she needs nothing more of him. He goes to
wrap his daughter's final present.
He cakes the photo from a manila envelope he's kept
hidden in a drawer. He arranged for it months ago; his wife has
no idea. It's a good photo. There is a frame for it as well, heavy
silver. He slips the photo into the frame, attaches the back,
tightens the screws. It will not slip away. For a moment, he
hesitates. This is home that he is holding in his hands-but he
has not been back in so long, and sometimes he hears disturbing news of strange events. There had been the riots, in '58.
And since then, scattered violence, here and there. Even some
deaths. His gut twists for a moment, but then eases again. The
violence is transient; it muse be. It will pass. He knows what
home really is, and what it isn't. Suneel wraps the photo with
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steady hands in white tissue paper and places it in a box; wraps
the box in shining red foil paper. It will glow fro m among the
ocher presents in their decorous wrappings. Perhaps Riddhi
will open it first-that would be a nice surprise.
Riddhi knocks o n the bed room door, calling ro him"Appa!" He is startled, and calls to her to wait. Just another
minute securing it with scotch tape-there. It's done. H e puts
it with the other presents and goes to open the door. His daughter grabs his hand, drags him to the di ning room window. "Look,
Appa-it's raining!"
It's true. T he rain is slan ting down over the lawn, spattering against the circles of metal folding chairs; it will be a large
par ty, perhaps a hundred people. Too many to seat comfo rtably all in the house. H e had spent at least an hour mowing the
back lawn and setting up the chai rs yesterday, and now his daughter is panicking because they are getting wet.
"It's just a summer shower; it'll pass. D on't worry. Go
get dressed; people will be here soon."
Raji would have argued, would have wondered if they
should make plans to bring the chairs inside somehow, would
have at least pointed o ut that it was still two ho urs unti l anyone
was due to arrive and that their friends were always an hour late
in any case. Raji had never agreed with him; she had always
argued . O nce, he had tho ught that was good, a sign of a scrong
spirit. Now he knows better.
Riddhi smiles in response to his words and says, "Okay."
She goes upstairs to get ready; she t rusts and obeys hi m. H e
would do almost anything to preserve that trust.

Suneel showers and gets dressed. H e has trouble finding the tie he wanes; Sushila has rearran ged the closet agai n. H e
is looking for his favo rite tie, che dark blue one with che thin
white diagonal lines. le reminds him of river wacer, whice foam
on the darkness. H e reaches back inco the closet, and pulls o ut
a handful of old ties, cies that he has n't seen in years. O ne of
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chem is bright red, shockingly bright, even after all chis tim e.
His son was fifteen chat day. Raksha had given him chat
tie on Fachds day. Raj i was only fo ur then, and Riddhi was just
two. Raksha had been born a scant nine mo nths after their
weddjng; they had waited a long time fo r mo re children. Sometimes he wondered whether Sushila had actually wanted children, if she had been caking something co prevent chem; motherhood had never reaJly suited her. Maybe she had, and then
had become careless as the lo ng years screeched past, scopped
wo rrying about it, and so he'd gotten his girls at lase. She had
her secrets, his wife. H e'd never know the truth of it. Lee ic go.
Raksha had given him the cie o n Father's Day. Such a
bright boy he was, and yec al ready in t rouble. Already running
around with the wrong crowd, bur they d idn't know. His parents didn't know-how could they? Suneel was wo rkin g seventy, eigh ty hours a week at che store in chose days, and he was
so tired ac night. Sushila kept the fam ily fed, and clean ed up a
liccle, but she was busy herself with two young ones after so
lo ng without. She djdn'c spend much time o n her son, who had
already grown so call. When Raksha had given him chat tie,
reached to hug him, had there been alcohol on his breath? H ad
there been marijuan a smoke chick in his cloches? If so, neither
of his parents had noticed .
W hen his grades started slipping, they had scolded
Raksha, cold him co cry harder. Never do ubted the boy when
he said he was studying at the library lace at ni ght, crying to
improve the grades. le had never occurred co the father co discruse his son. Adulcs could betray you, as he well knew, bur
children? C hildren were the light of life.
H e should have paid mo re arcentio n to the Buddha's
example-the prince who walked away from his young wife
and infant son to seek truth and an endjng to false desire.
When Raksha ran off, they'd been frantic with wo rry,
called the police, their friends across the country. T he boy was
fo und in C hicago, months later; he'd hitched his way across che
country. Raksha lived with white friends fo r a while, then evenHARPUR PALATE
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tually found a job, but refused to come home or answer their
letters. He never told them why he had run away. They had
given him everything, and he had thrown it all back in their
faces. Finally Sushila, enraged, had demanded that they cut
him off entirely, weeping with her frustration. He had quietly
agreed. They were only acknowledging a separation that was
already final.
They still received reports from friends in Chicago.
Raksha had settled down eventually, had even married a Tamil
girl from a good family, a professional family. Married above
him, actually; he had always been a handsome boy. There had
been some trouble, but it was eventually sorted out. Suneel has
picked up the phone to call him, a hundred times, but every
time, he puts it down again.
Raksha has a daughter now, Chaya, a girl who will never
know her father's parents. His son is lost to him. For the sak e of
oneself, one should not long for a son, wealth or a kingdom. He
had never truly wanted wealth or a kingdom. He places the red
tie back on the rack, finally finds the dark blue tie, soberly knots
it around his neck.

Sushila has showered, is dressing now. He straightens
the bedroom, pretending not to watch her, listening to her talking nonsense. She slips her arms into a dark purple blouse, and
calls him to hook up the back. His fingers do not linger on the
soft flesh exposed there; he is deft and quick, after so many
years of practice. Thirty-two years of marriage. He married her
when he was twenty-two and she was sixteen; he is fifty-four
now, a good age for a man to ease back, to rest in the comfort of
his family's love and affection.
She tucks one end of her dark green sari into her halfslip, and he takes the other end in his hands, holding it taut as
she folds the fabric in front of her, making the pleats that will
allow her to walk freely, to dance later. She will call him to
dance, and he will gently refuse, as always. He does not dance.
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She will dance with her friends, his sisters -not immodestly, of
course. Only with women; never with men. Bue she will lau gh
freely, will be flushed with pleasure, will lean cowards the women
and whisper silly secrets in their ears, making ch em blush and
giggle. Exuberant, yet unobjectionable, as always. Bue the public
does not always reflect the private, and he has always known
what really goes on.
Suneel is not sure when he first realized that his wife,
his beautiful, innocent-seeming Sushila, was betraying him. T he
first clue was undoubtedly in bed , but he was so ignorant then;
how long was it going on before he noticed ? Before he real ized
char while she was willing, she was never eager for him ? Before
he realized chat there was more than maidenly shyness in her
lack of response co him?
In another kind of woman, perhaps that would have
been normal, bur nor his Sushila, who laughed with her whole
heart, who sometimes had taken the children our co dan ce in
the rain, and who bit her lip and crossed her thighs as they
watched the romantic scenes in American m ovies, the woman
in soft focus, lips parted , clasped eight in strong arms. Som ewhere in Sushila was a response, but nor co him. Never co him.
H e had never caught her at it. Never caught her sneaking our, or inviting someone in. He hadn't cried , hadn't wanted
co. If he had caught her, he would have been tempted from the
path . If he had caught her, he might have swung a heavy fist at
her lying face, might have beaten her lover into a bloody pulp.
And so he always called first if he were com ing ho me unexpectedly early, or in the middle of the day. H e had trouble sleeping
at night, and so cook pills so chat he would not know if she ever
slipped out of their bed. Suneel had done his best co never
know the truth. H e had no real evidence; he had cried not co
know-yet he was sure. H e knew.
H e would have done better not co love her at al l, not co
desire her. Let no one cherish anything, inasmuch as the loss of
what is beloved is hard. Bue after chirry-rwo years, he has nor
man aged ic. Sushila is still his wife, and beautiful co him , and
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every night he fights his desire to reach for the woman who was
the first to betray him.
She pulls the fabric from his hands; she is done pleating
it. Sushila wraps it once around her body, and then crosses it
up over her full breasts, over a shoulder to drape across her back
and bare waist. He pins the heavy fabric in place at her shoulder, and she walks out of the room, still chattering about something, words which he can make no sense of
The rain stops, and he goes out with a dishcloth to wipe
the chairs dry. No one has arrived yet-they will scare arriving
at 4:30, 4:45. They will eat the appetizers, they wil l drink che
wine, they will have a roaring good time. Eventually, they wi ll
go away, leaving a scattering of presents behind, and then the
family will sic down with Riddhi to open them. Ir will be lacemaybe eleven, or twelve or even lacer. Riddhi will be tired; they
wilJ all be. Their reactions will be muted, which is really a shame.
He wants to see the looks on their faces as she opens his present.
He wants it badly. He does not wane co wait.
Maybe he won't.

By five, the parry is goi ng strong-all of their close
friends have arrived, and only a few more people are straggling
in. Riddhi is lovely in a pale cream summer dress, with slim
scraps baring too much of her skin. The boys cluster around
her, and she tilts back her head and laughs, delightedly, at what
they say to her. What are they saying to her?
Suneel cannot wait any longer.
"Evecyone--everyone, can I have your attention, please?"
His voice is nor loud-it never is. But the word is passed
along, and slowly the crowd turns to face him, gathering across
the lawn, brown faces cheerful in the sunlight.
"I have an announcement-but first, I have a special
present for my daughter." They gather closer, drawn by the
word, "present," wondering what it could be. Everyone loves
getting presents. Riddhi comes to stand next to him, and Raji
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and Sushila are near as well. Sushila looks puzzled , bur no r
worried . Why sho uld she be? H e has never given her reason co
wo rry.
H e pulls che red foil wrapped p resenc o ur fro m beh ind
his back, hands ic co his daughcer. T he crowd murm urs. Riddhi
smiles and cakes ic. She scares peeling off che cape carefull y,
slowly, and Raji shouts, "Jusc rear ic!" Riddhi concinues slowly,
cho ugh, slipping che foil off and chen leering ic fall co che freshm own grass. She o pens che box, slides che frame o ur of ic, unwraps che cissue paper. Riddh i looks ac che piccure of che handsome young man, bewildered .
Her facher raises his voice now, lo uder chan any chere
have ever heard ic before. H e wan es co be sure everyo ne hears
chis.
"Yo u've come co celebrace my daughcer's birchday, and I
chank you! Now, please, jo in me in celebracing her engagemenc
as well!"
T he murmurs have grown lo uder, and Raji is loo king
furi o us. She knows char Riddhi has known no thing of chis,
bur che crowd is no r so cercain. Surely they would have heard
so mething o f chis before? Som e rumo r? Bue he is a very
privace man, afcer all, and che fam ily has had such cro uble in
che pasc. .. m aybe he wanced co keep ic secrec u ncil ic was all
settled . Bue how n ice co have the girl settled so young; how
lovely! T he whispers fly th rough the crowd; he keeps calking.
"She will no r be going co school in the fal l; inscead ,
Riddhi wi ll be cravel ing ch is summer co Ceylo n, where she
w ill marry Asho k, che son of o ne o f my good fr iends, a cloch
merch anc in Colo mbo . Ashok is twenty-two, jusc che age I
was when I married my own w ife. ] know he and Riddhi w il l
be very happy-so please, join me in wishing chem every joy
and happiness!"
T he crowd is caughc up in his fervo r, his exci cemenc,
and chey begin co cheer, co press fo r.va rd and congraculace
Riddhi, shaki ng her hand, exclai ming over che handsomeness
of the phoco. T he noise grows lo uder and lo uder, and he sli ps
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away in the confusion.

H e si ts alone on his marriage bed, drinking a glass of
whiskey. It is the first taste of alcohol he has had in thi rtytwo years. He doesn't like it, but he drinks it down. His
hands are shaking.
Later he will have to face Sushila, bur he will co nvi nce
her easily. Ashok's family is quire wealthy, and the boy is a
very good catch. Riddhi would never have made a good
student, and Sushila wiII be happy enough to be finally done
with raising children, once she gees past the shock. Besides,
all the agreements are made; the fami ly is preparing in Colombo for the wedding. All char remains is to ready che bride
and buy their plane rickets for the wedding. Sushila won't
back out now.
Raji will rage, but she no longer has any power in this
family. She gave that up herself. If Riddhi supported her,
then perhaps, bur otherwise ...
The door slams open. Raji storms in, as expected.
"What do you chink you're doing?" She is almost
screaming, almost wailing. Ir is strangely satisfying to see so
much emotion in her; to know that he has caused it. When
Raji was younger, she was always bursting into the sco re, ful l
of some scheme or another, bur she has been distant for so
long now, wrapped up in her life away from them. This is the
passionate daughter he remembers.
'Tm doing what's best for Riddhi. " H e could ch ide
her for her tone of voice, but chooses nor to. Why bother? Jr
has been a long time since she has shown any respect for her
father.
"What's best for Riddhi ? What's best for her is to go
to school, to learn to support herself, to stop being dependent
on you! Not to be packed off to Ceylon and married to a
total stranger-she doesn't even speak Tamil!" Raj i's hands
are balled fists on her h ips, and she leans forward, as if she
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longs to hit him.
He weighs twice what she does; he could flatten her
with one slap across her insolent face. He sirs still on the bed,
and keeps his voice calm. "She'll learn, and they speak
English. She'll be well taken care of chere." It's a good family;
of course they'll cake care of Riddhi.
Raji looks furious, as if she is abouc to explode. "She
doesn't need to be taken care of, Appa-she needs to learn to
cake care of herself!"
For a moment, he wonders if chis is true, if he is
making a mistake. Could Riddhi be happier with an education, with the ability to cake care of herself? A few more years
as a child ... And yet, hasn't he seen what that leads co? If he
doesn't take care of her now, won't she simply ruin herself, and
break his hearc in the process? For a moment, he isn't su reand now Riddhi is quietly entering the room. She scops by
the door, looking so pale, almost white. H e could have been
wrong.
But Raji keeps shouting, "You're just tired of caking
care of her-you jusc want to gee rid of her. You got rid of
Raksha, and you're happy to be rid of me. All you want is
your precious serenity- all you want is to be left alone!"
What nonsense. Doesn't she know chat he has always
loved chem more than he has loved sereni ty and wisdom?
Wasn't ch at his first mistake, and his lase? "Be quiet, Raji.
You don't know whac you're talking abouc." Suddenly Suneel
is weary; tired of dealing with this child, chis stra nger. What
has happened to his fi ery daughter, the girl who used to
screech her arms wide and say ch at she loved him this much?
This girl in front of him- she understands nothing. "If
Riddhi cells me she doesn't want to go, of cour e she doesn't
have to." H e gestures, and Raj i turns to see her sister in the
doorway.
"Riddhi, you can't let him do chis to you!" She is
shouting at her sister now.
Riddhi sighs. "Raji ... go talk to Amma, o kay?"
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"But ... "

"Please?"
Raji looks like she wants to stay, but what can she do?
She casts one more angry glance at him, and then storms our
of the room. Riddhi stands still, framed in the doorway.
"Appa?" There is a question in her voice, but he
doesn't know what she wanes to say.
"Yes, Riddhi?"
She doesn't say anything. After a short silence, he
beckons her to him. She comes to sit at his feet, leaning her
head against his knee. He strokes her hair, brushed smooth
and oiled so that it flows like dark river water down her back.
"Do you trust me, Riddhi ?"
She does not pause. "Yes, Appa." The others would
have paused, at least.
"Will you crust me when I cell you this is for your
own good, that I would never do anything to hurt you?"
"Of course, Appa. Bue ... " She trails off.
"But what?"
"It's so far away... "
"Well. That's true. But we'll visit, and once Ashok
gets established, you'll be able to visit us h ere. You've always
enjoyed our summer trips to Ceylon. Do you rememberthat summer when you were twelve, you sai d that you never
wanted to leave. You' ll see-you' ll be happy there."
"Yes, Appa." She is a good girl. He had known chat
she would not fight him on this. They sit together, and he
continues stroking her hair; after a little while, she presses his
hand, gees up, and goes back out to the parry.
She really will be happy there; he knows it. H e would
never hurt her, his sweet one, his darl ing daughter. He loves
her more than is wise; he has never mastered the release of
affection , of caring, chat leads to true peace. He has to send
her away, as far away as possible, perhaps to a place where he
will not learn betrayal, if there is such a place left in chis
world.
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Rick on His Way to Rachel

M. Nasorri Pavone

Rick began this trip by getting
dressed. H e doesn't mind
that it takes longer now,
o r that he has to chink
when he walks, or stroke
more than his chin
for the rough spots.
When he touches himself,
it's almost like caress ing
his wife who cries
from across town.
For a long time he fel t
what the gambler felt before
placing a bet,
Now or never, now or never.
These days he trains
with a gender therapist
who delivers the practice blows
and kicks as Rick
learns how to shield
his swelling breasts so he can
take it, take it like a Rachel.
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Dorothy

Nina Robb

T he mo ment I chucked the water
At the wicked witch
I began to love her.
Fai rness immediately was beside the po int,
Revenge as an idea fl ew away
On the vapo rs
As she melted into broth and essence.
I was shamefaced, caught off-guard
By her incontestably human fear.
I was so surprised at her vulnerability.
She was much less surprised,
She reached a hand out fo r hel p
And fo r a moment
I made a great, great hero of mysel f:
In fantasy I rescued her,
Pulling her back into the form of herself
Out of her pool of rendered flesh.
T hen she was so still and quiet
She was a surface I looked into
My reflection in her cells
Showed her to me,
Showed me mysel f.
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Except from a Prose Poem Memoir
Chapter 2: T he Dark Soul of the Accordion

Sean Thomas Dougherty

For Joseph KriesLer

My grandfather does nor sleep among the roots. His
ashes are in an urn. His ashes are hidden in my grandmother's
downrurned eyes. My grandmother sits and scares our ac the
garden in my aunt ora's house. She is waiting for the crocuses
co bloom. She is waiting for the tulips co open the palms of
their petals co cup the milky ligh t. W hat does ic mean co die in
winter?
M y grandfather died in lace summer and al l winter was
our own death. We walked am ong the scaccered children sho uting as they pulled their plastic sleds carving up the hillsides ac
Frontier park. Red miccen blossoms in che snow, hats pull ed
low down co eyes, able co sic ac Avanti's over a dark cup of coffee, flip through a book of Spanish poems, arguing wich che
translation's inept understanding of the vagaries of Lorca's syntax. To die in winter is co translate the cold sorrow of the heart
into the slumber of the grass, co hear ics one note quiet b reaching beneath the snow. To know che sail boars m oored as hulls co
pare the water coward the line where sky becomes the world.
Sailboars: palmed hands of wind. To heal in winter requires
forgetting, the way the snow cums the landscape inco sleep. For
in winter the world forgers its grieving. For in winter, the world
becomes a silence made of snow. A silence made of breathing,
the crunch of ice and sale beneath your boots. In the falling sky,
we are able co re-find our womb-shape, our shape of solicude
against the noise and detritus of grieving. In that silence we are
able co unliscen and so begin co live again in the simple ways
that living calls, co gee up each day, co break the eggs ac breakfast. Boil a poc of black coffee and nor begin co weep for the
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sudden recollection of his hand, the black hai rs brushing your
face, and the strong coffee breath of his kiss as he lifted you as a
child in the morning. Once agai n you are able co tie our shoes.
One must forget to continue to Live.

T he rain outside has increased and my grandfather has
fallen asleep. We can hear him wheeze in his mo rphine laced
utteran ces. I sat downstai rs on the co uch with my father randomly clicking the television with the sound off, getting up co
scare out at the streeclighc lie street, the sounds of traffic fro m
Congress, cars in the rain, destinatio ns under their treads. I
stood in che doorway hal f a dozen times smoking a cigarette,
watching the smoke spiral up into the rain. More than o nce my
grandfather woke and was calling co a name I couldn't understand.
T he snow of my grandfather's eyebrows, the passing
streets, endlessly fenced yards and children who run in th eir
own wilderness. My grandfa ther's hands are the edge of somewhere weighed by its own rage, a voice shadowed with the blue
of saying goodbye. Abandoned lots. W here there is the weight
of hunger, my grandfather is there. My grandfather's reaching
hand is an answer co all the bitterness, co the tongue's eating,
and the scone's fatal flaw. W here there is the dismissive, he is
the stutter in their speech. My grandfa ther's hands are a dark
dusting, the raw faces, the stumped .
For which rules are cages, my grandfa th er crosses o ut.
Walking down Congress Street the men call his nam e. H is face
opens a city block, his face is a braid against the hours spent
searching fo r loose change. H is face is a cup of coffee and a
place co smoke. A place co smoke is not much co ask fro m the
world fo r a man's life. My grandfather wo rked his life co create
rooms oflighc and smoke and bread . To lean into chem agai nst
the splintered wind.
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Ifone leans against the splintered wind...

In the summer the runaway children gather on the streets
of Port.land, Maine. Their torn jeans, their blue hair, their tattoos.

T he day my grandfather died .
Birds. When I cup my hands over my face and cry to
remember chat day I see birds in the blue distance. [ am standing in the kitchen holding the receiver and my father is telling
me I need to return. I am an gry with m y father because I was
just back visiting with my wife and son and th e visit went bad .
Everyone was so grief stricken and sad that no one knew how to
talk to one another. We had wanted to stay with my grand father bur ended up leaving because we thought there wasn't room
at the house. So typical of my family, of my own life, chis inability to say what we need , what we want. Even at such an
.
.
important nme.
And then my grandmother cal led and [ heard in her
voice birds. Such a far away sight, they were rising in to the sky
over the lake. And it was as ifl could see myself outside myself.
I was standing there in the kitchen holding th e receiver but in
my mind [ was already returning, already returning to where I
was from like birds flying over the G reat Lake, headed towards
the nesting grounds. I hung up and called the airline. The next
day I was sitting in a small sil ver jet rising up over the Great
Lake.

My grandfather's eyes are rain across countless co un-
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mes. My grandfather's eyes are closed.

Leaning back into my sear, closing my eyes-whac I
remember most about that flight, no one sac nexc co me.

The nighttime is an endless August of sirens and ra.in.
am walki ng past the closed shops of Congress Screer, the used
book srores and dive bars. I am walking past the brewery and
the shipyard, past the boutiques and rhe bathing suit models,
the mannequins in their perfect gestures. I am walking past che
yellow blur of taxis, and the lase drunks, stu mbling home, I am
walking past the rain. I am walking because my grandfather is
dying and I cannot sleep. The insom nia of the grieving. T he
insomnia of third-shift wo rkers laid off now home watching
TV. The insomnia of women walking ro sell their bodies along
the bay. The inso mnia of old women whose husbands are dying, can you hear them as they rise ro walk into che bathroo m
and run the water of the sink, hear them fill the glass and drink
slowly, hear chem flick off the light. Can you hear them fo ld
their bodies like paper cranes beside their dying husbands? Can
you hear rhem lying with cheir eyes awake through the ni ght?
Can you hear the insomnia of daughters who talk in their sleep?
Or this-the insomnia of the rain, how ir loses its lullaby,
how ic calls the teenage girls outside co climb over the cemetery
seeps and sic smoking cigarettes o n the rombs of the lo ng dead.
The insomnia of car tires in the distance. The inso mnia of the
rough betrayals. Of lace night Laundromats. The shabby insomnia of hospital waiting rooms, of restaurant windows, smoky
with human breaching, the insomnia of cars at sroplighrs, of
bad girls and incantations. The insomnia of the doll's open
eyes, our in the alleyway's trash. Of working and recollections.
The insomnia of afternoons before the rain began. Before pawn
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shops and Edi ch Piaf. Before the haunting m etro of Hare Crane
and Lorca's lase laugh. Before a cigar score in Amsterdam and
here in America the music of fears. Before his mother brought
milk. And he couldn't move. Before the Angel who wrestled
with Jacob, and the mountain, brilliant and frowning. The insomnia of the mountain. Before temples and phocographs of
WC. Fields. Before Fri cos. Befo re baseball cards. Before stumbling drunk wi thout teeth. The insomnia of waking no one.
T he insom n ia of awaiting the dead .

Golem, come co me tonight and save my grandfather.
Life him with your clay hands. Golem, how far have yo u traveled? Golem, you do nor answer. Golem, you stand by the side
of the bed. Your massive clay head, your Durch boy haircu t.
Golem you have co me bur you can d o nothing against Deacl1.
D eath rides the razo r'd rain. Golem, you are merely clay.

I have come for you my child.
See me, my dark hair my eyes. Feel my hands across your
rough cheeks. I wiff Lift you Like water. Into the cradle ofmy two
arms. We will rock across the great ocean. We wiff fly through the
palace steeples. Across the mountains and the rivers, the chaotic
streets, the wars. See me, my dark hair my eyes. Hear my Lullabies,
Let them Liftyou from the bed. Help me tie the sheets into a sail. We
will fiLL it with our breathing. See it biffow. We are sailing on the
wind ofour Leaving. See me, my dark hair my eyes. Why do you
cry? There is no more weeping. let the ashes ofour bodies become
the Braiffe the wind spills. Let it speff the shapes ofsong. Touch the
earth. It is a Last Leaving. Touch my hand. Find your name in my
palm. Place your arms around my neck. You are my first child, my
precious grieving. See me, my dark hair my eyes. We are never
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Leaving. Into the cradle ofmy two arms you are climbing. Through
the window we are flying. Over the great sea, the wars, the palaces.
The children are all finally sleeping. The rain is carrying us over
the streets, the forgotten streets, I am bandaging your bruised shin,
where I wiped your chin, where I nursed. Op en your eyes and see
me. My dark hair my eyes. My fever has broken. I am here. My
child, I am calling. I was never gone.

W ires and tubes. His body thin as wind. His collar a
cave. It was hard to see my grandfather like that. It was hard to
see him struggling to shape sounds, to make words work. Ir
was hard to hear. T he mo rphine srurrered. T he pai n eased,
then gripped. H e closed his eyes. As if losing his sense. H is
sense of tense. T hen he was back. Beside me.
"Papa?"
"I do n't want to leave .. . I will miss everyone. She was
smart you know." I wenr to touch his arm.
"Who, Papa?"
"My mother. " H e turned and looked at me.
"Regina, you mean- ?"
"She traveled here alone . . . I do n't know. I can't blame
them . They were peasants. What did they know. T hey didn't
know an ything. T he village followed them. T hey brought the
ways of not crying. T here were no books in the house, you
know only prayer books-"
"Wouldn't your mo ther read to you?"
H e mumbled something I couldn't understand. His head
nodding, his eyes closing agai n. I can't help staring at the ru bes,
the oxygen tank beside him like a nightmare. I can't help wan ting to ho ld him and yet he looks so fragile, thin as paper. T hin
as wind.
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mg.

H ours pass and I can't remember my mother not cry-

Papa, why do they com e co you at night?

They come to bring me black bread and holy wine.

Papa, what d o yo u hear when you cl ose your eyes?

I hear her at the window singing Yiddish Lullabies.
face?

Papa, w hy is the light o f the dead yell ow as a sunfl ower's

It is the fields ofthe dead we walk through on the way to
our childhoods. Each flower sways with the Love ofsomeone we are
Leaving.
Papa, what d oes the rain spell fo r you?

It spells the Lost name ofmy mother's mother. It spells
why did you desert us.
Whose voice is the rai n, Papa?

It is my voice. It is the voices which carry me away from
you. Ifyou Listen you can hear your voice. A chorus. The temple is
foll ofsparrows, it is saying. It is the voice ofevery human, which
is to say, it is the voice ofevery Jew.
Papa, who is the wom an p ushing the cartload of b read ?

She has no name, only an echo.
Is she is coming co feed us?

She is awaiting all ofour dead.

All m y life the dead have called co me. A nd now my
H ARPUR PAL.ATE
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grandfather is among them .

Can you hear the acco rdio n? Its golden keys. T he opening wheeze of its bellows, and then the o rchestra of its breath.
T here were accordions on the D eath trai ns, that sewed the rain
into a shawl to cover the dead . Smashed accordions littered the
barbed wi re ditches upon arrival. What were those last songs ?
Those last sorrow songs the people of Uzho rod sang? Did they
al ready whisper Kaddish fo r the dead ? Accordio n of the dead
children. Accordion of the gypsy and the gavel. Say can you
hear the accordion this night on 6' h street? Someone is stopped
at a red light with their windows down, and a song in Spanish,
C umbia fro m Colo mbia, is filling the nigh t with cabaret. An
acco rdion is a kind of lungs that speaks the language of the
dispossessed, the dead. T his is why it is the instru ment of Argentina, with its duende and atrocity. And in the Polish Polka
there rises a joy against the dying, the occupatio n. With each
step the room shudders and shifts. O nce in a Polish bar in
Buffalo, New York, I witnessed the accordio n player lean in to
the keys, high on his stool, beside him the drummer's brushes
shimmering the drum tops into rai n across Ellis Islan d. We
were all drunk and fo rgetting.
And here in the hollow hall at Ellis Island I hear the
accordio n begin to play and the Magyars spinning in their Bohemian dresses. See the beautifu l girl posed o n the wall in black
and white, the billowing folds of hand-wove n intricate thread.
T he accordion m y grandfa ther heard when he was a child and
rode the haycart through Uzhorhod. The accordions they played
on the George Washington as it departed from a German port
in 19 12 on the edge of war, and Regina Moscowitz lea ned on
the rail to watch the Lutheran steeples and the d ock workers
fade into the fog. Was there anyone there for her to wave goodbye
to? What did she carry in her hands? Perhaps she wo re a new
hat she had just bought in a little shop in Budapest, a d ozen
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blocks from the Imperial Palace. She kept it in its box aJl che
way to Germany, carried it like a child, reseed it like a lapdog o n
top of her black trunk On the boat, in the fog oflace summer,
she closed her eyes and dreamed of pigeons eating bread from
her outstretched hands.

My great-grandmother's signature on the Ellis Island
website: its curvatures, swirls, its wrist whip and press. Its hand
weight. This signing that signifies the arrival of a part of who I
am here on this earth. I am the first one in my fami ly to witness
these words, this name. No one else has seen it. For a long rime
I sir scaring at the screen, and then the tears fal l fo r no reason I
can name. The remembrance of my grandfather dying, and the
unbearable weight of him as a chi ld watching a room full of
strangers weep for the death of his mother. And it is this weeping that I realize calls me to find out about Regina. H ow I
watched my own mother weep uncontrollably, her body shuddering with grief for the death of her father. And in this: there
is no solace, no consoling story for this grief. Bue there is a
calling, and che calling is this name, spoken by my grandfather
as he merged halfway berween chis world and the next, or nothmg.
For the wind is whipping the rain tonight. And I gee up
and walk to che room of my sleeping son, the light from the
hallway falling across half of his face, his eyes closed gently as
doves.

Erika writes, "being a Jew is being an outsider-being a
Jew is about suffering, yes .. . "
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When a Jew dies, "he must die whole. W rapped in a
white cloth." The fam ily drops a handful of dire to signi fy rhe
finali ty of d eath. If there is a coffin, ir is a plain one made of
wood, so that the body can return to the earth.
My grandfather asked for his body to be cremated. H e
asked fo r no service. This was as far from a Jewish burial as
could be requested . O nly afterwards did I think of this of his
final refusal, his fin al turn from his childhood identity.
O nce, a good year before he died , fo r a reason I can not
remember I asked him, "D o you ever still co nsider you rself a
Jew?" H e didn't hesitate. "What is it to be a Jew? Why not
simply a human being?" Despite this, he was a committed Z ionist. H e was a believer in the "workings of the world ." H e
breathed T ikkun, and believed to live is to fight fo r Righteo usness and the betterment of all others.

I leave my grandfather's murmurous sleep, walk through
the hallway to the bathroom . I cup my palms beneath rhe faucet, hold rhe cold water and scare into my hands. What has
history eaten? In listening for who we are, we come to so me
decisions about who we are not. And the negotiatio n of what/
am means ... For some, that signifier of Tribe ou tweighs a mo re
ontological presence, o r makes itself manifest and obvio us. I
am a Jew. I am a Black Man. Yo soy Latino. Bue what in an
ass imilated culture are No n-Jews, Non-Blacks, whites whose
identity of whiteness is a secondary co ncern. In m y family the
awareness of white privilege was manifest due to our po licies.
As a category of conception, or identity, even now after my
grandfather's death, even after 60 years of disj unctions and disowning by his Jewish relatives, it seems secondary. I have the
privilege of seeing it as secondary by che value o f my white skin ,
perhaps che value of my gender. Bur that is the easy acad emic
answer. What I am most interested in is how assimilatio n is
both necessary and antithet ical. T he lose silences and the gains.
90
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And for my own family, it was not the assimilated who disowned, who unloved themselves from those who shared their
own blood-bur ic was che Jewish relatives I have never met
who denied a member of their own family, how even on his
d eath bed refused co talk co him , co visit, co care because he had
married my gentile grandmother. My grandfather's brother
Mi Icon carried an anger co my grandfather's grave, and this who
can forgive or understand. And in my imagination I picture
m y grandfather's mother, the woman who combed the hair out
of his eyes as a child, staring down at Mil con, feeling sham e.
For all these years the lives that have become fragments. For in
the dead , there are only two tribes. The living and the dead.
And in my skin I feel her all around me, carrying the fal ling
leaves for me co wear as a crown of red and yellow. Som etimes
she speaks in a language I can never understand. For in her, in
her story, I hear something resembling redemptio n. Something
that moves me coward a history and people I know almost nothing about. To reclaim my story. And by doing so co cry and
understand how human beings can disown the people that they
care about. And by doing so theorize how her d eath, the traged y of her death, enabled them co do so. If she had lived , would
my life be my life? In her death , I seek the childhood of my
dead grandfather. I seek a blessing . I seek hallowed ground.

My wife and I have been fighting o n and off all day. At
che lase moment, with both of us inches from each other's faces,
I caught the sight of my five-year-old son Gabriel hiding beneath the couch.

Their: have you ever noticed how ic includes heir? H ei r:
1. A person who inherits or is legally enticled co inherit another's
property or cicle upon the other's death. 2. Anyone who in herHARPUR PALA.TE
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its any part of another's property, either by the provisions of a
will or by the natural selection of the law. 3. A person who
appears to get some trait from a predecessor or seems to carry
on in his tradition.
Heir (v): to inherit, to succeed to. Their: belonging to
chem. Theism: belief in God.
So here I have the three linguistic markers. These three
simple words are a structure and form, the questions chat I have
been living with since my grandfather's death.

Clocks and maps change to the falling rain. In the absence
between things. The space between branches, as much the branches
as the wood itself One must Listen. The armies rise and fall, the
broken waves. The children crying on the starboard port. Bombs
dive from planes, traim slow departure, the fast callings. Can you
hear? Can you see the rails now overgrown, see the yellow pages of
the bureaucrat's handwriting? What Lotus blossom wilts? What
temple do we find overgrown with vines and weeds? The statues
falter, the rain worn eyes ofEmperors. Look for me in the absence
between things.

Evening came and he heard his mother calling. It is this
intangibility of answers, a kind of awareness of presence that
was evoked by my grandfather's dying speech that I cannot let
go-a collage of fragments, almost felt perceptions, continuously unraveling threads chat shimmer like rain. A novel of not
arrivings. An autobiography of absence. Not a memoir. For
without absence there is no is. This is not recollection. Bur
transformation. A collaged history. The horiwnral spatiality of
memory that does nor actually exist. The imagination's many
mirrors: A brown button. A ripped ticker. A signature. A mass
grave. An accordion. A lullaby. An ocean liner. A witness.
92
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The waiting, and the Longing, the leaving, and the night's
embrace. The last embers that rise.from the fires, and the gathering
at day's end. The women walking heads down .from the textile
shops, their heads wrapped in sweat and babushkas, their husbands'
beards clean and swaying as they talk with their hands. The nodding and the translating, the bread and the barteredfish, the books
in my small hands, my belly growing.
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The Creative Writing Program at Binghamton
University, State University of New York
The Creative Writing Program ac Binghamton University is
designed co foster in ics students a powerful, disciplined, and
skilled c reacivicy culcivaced in a supportive environment.
Through ics dedicated faculty, scudents are introduced co all
facets of their arc-its traditions and masters, its pleasures and
responsibilities, ics materials and practices.
The program offers a BA with a specialization in Creative Writing, an MA in English with a Concentration in C reative Writing, a PhD wich a concentration in Creative Writing and acreative dissercacion option. The areas of scudy include poetry, fiction, nonfiction, memoir, and children's liceracure. The program
relies on hands-on workshops and the scudy of liceracure co
strengthen the development of the students as writers.
A Reader's Series brings writers co campus co expose students co
a wide range of literary voices. Visiting writers supplement the
program offerings by reaching classes. Pase visiting writers have
included Ai, Marvin Bell, Hayden Carruth, Robert Creeley,
Mark Dory, Stephen Dobyns, Marilyn Hacker, Marie H owe,
Galway Kinnell, Li Young Lee, Carole Maso, Heather McHugh,
Molly Peacock, Robert Pinsky, Richard Price, W. D. Snodgrass,
Henry Taylor, Tobias Wolf, and Charles Wyacc. Each year, the
program sponsors the Binghamton University Milton Kessler
Poetry Book Award and che Binghamton University John
Gardner Fiction Book Award.
Our program encourages an active community of writers.
Throughout the year, graduate scudents sponsor their own student readers series, typically held off campus ac venues char accracc a community audience. The Writing by Degrees Creative
Writing Conference, organized by the graduate students, attracts
participants from across the nation. The student-ediced literary
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journal Harpur Palate is produced on campus and attracts submissions from both well-established and emerging voices. In
combination with our course offerings, these activities all lead
co a vibrant and challenging atmosphere.
For more information, contact:
Maria Mazziocci GiJlan, Director
Creative Writing Program
Binghamton University
P.O. Box 6000
Binghamton, New York 13902-6000
1-607-777-6134
http://english.binghamcon.edu/ cwpro
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Writing By Degrees
Binghamton University's graduate student-run creative writing
conference is now in its sixth year. O nce an on-campus event of
mainly local colleges and universities, Writing By Degrees has
expanded in recent years to an off-campus venue (the fabulously
restored D ecker Arcs and C ultural Center near d own town
Bingh amton) and hosts panels with writers from all over the
globe.
Panels include creative writing pedagogy, identity and writing,
the prose poem, problems of translation, the avant-gard e, as
well as exceptional panels of graduate fiction, non-fiction, and
poetry. Well-known keynote poets and fi ction writers come to
give readings each conference and to si t on panels of o ur choosing. Past read ers have included Bruce Bond, B. H . Fai rchild,
Lydia D avis, Jonis Agee, Neil Shepard, M. Evelina Galan g, and
John Duf resne. Please check the next issue of Harpur Palate
fo r derails.
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Submission Guidelines
We have no restrictions on subject matter or form. Quite simply, send us your highest-quality fiction and poetry. Read through
our guidelines before sending your work. Nmost every literary
magazine already says this, but it bears repeating: look at a copy
of our publication co get an idea of what kind of writing is
being published. Do an honest (perhaps even ruthless) assessm ent of your work ro see if it's indeed ready co be submitted .
PLEASE NOTE: HARPUR PALATE IS NO LONGER ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS VIA E-MAJL.
Fiction: 250 co 8,000 words, one submission per author; mail
co Fiction Edicors. Poetry: 3-5 poems, no more than 10 pages
coral per submission; mail to Poetry Edicors. Paym ent: 2
contribucor's copies per author. Reading periods: We accept
submissions year-round. The deadline for the W inter issue is
Occober 15, and for Summer is March 15. Send co:

Harpur Palate

English D epartment
Binghamton University
P. 0. Box 6000
Binghamcon , NY 13902-6000
Send a copy of your manuscript, a cover letter, and a businesssized self-addressed stam ped envelope. Manuscripts without
SASEs will be d iscarded unread. Cop ies of manuscripts wi ll not
be returned. Simultan eous submissio ns are acceptab le as long
as you let us know in yo ur cover letter char yo u are simultaneously submitting; also, if your work is accepted elsewhere,
please let us know immediately. Due co the number of submissions we receive, we canno t respond co questions about w hether
your work has been read. Our response rime is approximately 4
co 6 months.
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Subscribe co Harpur Palate
Past contributors have included B. H. Fairchild, Lydia Davis,
Jamie Wriston Colbert, Scott Wolvin, Tony Medina, John Poch,
Virgil Suarez, Sheree Renee Thomas, and Ryan G . Van C leave.

Order Form:
- - $16/1 yr.
(Inscitutions add $4;
outside U.S. add $6)

_ _ $30/2 yrs.
(Institutions add $8;
outside U .S. add $ 12)
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Enclosed check payable co Harpur Palate in the amount of

$_ _ _ __

C harge Visa/Mastercard#_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expires_ _ _ _ __
Send co:

Harpur Palate Subscriptio ns

English Department
Binghamton U niversity
P. 0. Box 6000
Binghamton , New York 13902
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